LOCAL AFFAIRS

Liberty National Bank
OF

The Business

,

NEW

ELLSWORTH

Partnership

of Man and Wife

In your planning, do not overlook the
great assistance
you can obtain from allying yourself with a
well
managed bank. Open an account with us strong
to-day and
‘hus begin “business acquaintance which
will stand you
in good stead during years
to come.
We are always
to advtse with you
concerning Investments and to
assist you in every way in our power.
Our motto is ser
vlce’ and small accounts as well as large are
welcome.
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Let us write you how to open a
two-name account,
check or savings, requiring no
expense or trouble in the
event of death.

ONLY FEDERAL RESERVE MEMBER BANK IN ELLSWORTH
~
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There will be work on
two
candidates.
Refreshments will be served.
J. A. Haynes.
Miss Myra Parker of the State deM. L. Adams.
partment of health gave an interestLegal Notices.
ing and enlightening address at the
Leon H. Brown.
meeting of the woman's club yesterO. S. Plummer & Sons.
day afternoon at the home of Mrs. C.
Liberty National Bang.
A. Hanscom.
\
Classified Advertisements.
Miss Grace McKenney, teacher of
Delinquent Ellsworth taxes.
the Pine street intermediate school,
was called to her home in Fort Fairfield Sunday, by the serious illness of
SCHEDULE OF MAILS.
her father.
Mrs.
E. J. Collins is
Ellsworth Poat office.
substituting at her school.
The prize dance
at Smith’s
pavilion last evening was won by Miss
MAILS RECEIVED
Marion
Lord
and
Harold
Hawkes.
From West—6.47 a. m.f 4.31 p. m.
There will be no dance at the paFrom East—11.11 a. m., 6.27 p. m.
vilion next Tuesday evening, but on
MAILS CLOSE AT BOSTOFFICE.
Thanksgiving night there will be a
Going West—10.40 a. m., 6 p. m.
masquerade ball.
Going East—6.15 a. m., 4 p. m.
The Unitarian campaign to raise a
national fund of $3,000,000 was
Registered mall should be at post- opened in Boston November 11 by exoffice half an hour before mail closes.
President
who
Taft,
contributed
In his campaign message
$3,000
to the Unitarians of the United States
WKATBKK IN ELLSWORTH.
and Canada he declared the need of
religion to combat the “present lack
of
seriousness,
and
For Week Ending at Midnight
extravagance
Tuesday
luxury resulting from the past war
November 10, 1020
exertion and reaction.”
Martin
L.
Adams is the local chairman.
The
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Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
Riven in niches for the
Mrs. F. W. Rollins is the guest of
hours
twenty-four
ending at miduight.|
■
Mrs. Lucy Parcher.
Mrs. Rollins
Weather
Precip- will leave soon to spend a few weeks
iemperature
conditions
itation
with her daughter. Mrs. L. H. Cush4 a ni 12 pi
forenoon afternoon
man, in Nebraska, and after the holiTHE HANCOCK COUNTY SAYINGS BANK OF
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Michael J. DufCee died at his home
Sat
26—
33—
clear
clear
on Davis street yesterday
morning,
The last dividend was at the rate of^ 4- per cent, com3un
30
38clear
fair
after a long illness, at the age
of
Mon
25
40—
fair
pounded semi-annually
cloudy
Mr. Duffee was a
sixty-three
years.
Tuea 3036fair
cloudy
native of Ellsworth, and had lived
here most of his
life.
For
some
he was employed in the shoe
Frank R. Moore has purchased the years
in Belfast.
He
factory
leaves
a
Maurice Emery house on State street.
widow and two sons, Boyd and Owen,
Wivurna encampment, I. O. O. F., and one sister, Mrs. Ellen
Brady, all
will work the golden rule degree next of Ellsworth.
The funeral will be
Monday evening.
held at St. Joseph’s church to-morNow that fires are being started in furnaces, it is a good time to look over
Mrs. Agnes Royal and daughter row at 9* o’clock.
Martha are at home from Pittsfield
A pleasant party was given at the your insurance policies and place more insurance if necessary. We have the
for a short visit.
home of Mrs. L. F. Giles Thursday best line of companies, and rates the lowest. Phone or write.
The Thursday club will meet this afternoon, as a farewell
to
Mrs.
week with Mrs. Fred H. Macomber, Bertha Giles Lamster, who has spent
O. W. TAPLEY
Maine
the summer with her mother, Mrs. J.
at 2.30 instead of 3.
Mrs. Lamster,
with her
Miss Juanita M. Farrell has re- T. Giles.
A. THOMPSON
turned home, after two weeks’ vaca- little daughter, left to-day for Porttion with friends in Bangor and land to spend a week with her sis119 IVIAIINI STREET
\
Mrs.
F.
C.
Burrill.
ter,
She
will
be
Brewer.
there
next
week
joined
by her
Fir®, Marino arid Automobile Insurance
Armistice day received but slight
ijji;
mother and sister. Miss Hazel Giles,
recogniti*
in
Ellsworth.
Bells and the family will go to Brookline,
Representing
were rung at noon, and in the eve"*”*"*• Equitable Fire and Merine Insurance
Mass., to spend Thanksgiving with
Go
a
few
ning
homes were illuminated. another
sister, Mrs. Harry C. Achorn.
OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Miss Mae Patten of Sullivan, who After Thanksgiving,
Mrs.
Lamster
has been visiting her brother. Deputy and daughter will leave
for
their
Sheriff Fred A. Patten, has returned home in California, accompanied
by
home.
Mrs. Giles and Miss Hazel, who will
Paul D. Tapley, who has been at spend the winter there.
home recovering from the effects of
The Baptist, Methodist, Congrehis
—Established 1807—
automobile
accident of a few gational and Unitarian churches will
weeks ago, returned to his position unite in evening service in commemoin the bank at Belfast Monday.
ration of the 300th anniversary of
Mrs. Esmond
Rice
of
Newton the landing of the Pilgrims at Plymouth.
The general topic will be:
Center, Mass., with
little
son
Esmond, jr., and daughter Leona, is “The Founding of Religious Liber- representing some of the leading companies of this and foreign
coocTni**
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Harry E. ty.” The schedule of services is as
follows:
Nov. 21. at the Baptist
Rowe.
First
IndeLieut. Frank M. Smith. U. S. N., church: subject. “The
has rented the house on School street pendent Movement, the Anabaptist,”
Nov.
at the
28,
owned by C. M. Gott, and recently Rev. J. B. Coy.
ivieuiouisi cnurcn:
A Mew
subject,
occupied by Charles W. Joy, and has
onr every-day-prices and then see what
_R®ad
you are paving.
the
Spiritual Way,
Coming of the
moved his family there.
WE SELL CHEAPER, why?
WE want YOUR trade.
We buyR.
Methodists,” Rev.
H.
Moyle.
in large lots.
We have satisfied customers from
The Woman’s Alliance of the Uni- Dec.
everywhere
5, at the Congregational church;
We sell to buy more goods.
We
tarian church will have a cookedcut our profits to help the public.
subject, “The Rise and Development
food sale in the vestry of the church of
WALL YOU HELP TO MAKE HIGHER OR LAWYER
PRICES?
Congregationalism,” Rev. R. B.
next
Orders Mathews.
Tuesday afternoon.
Read the following; we have hundreds of other
Dec. 12, at the Unitarian
monev savers
will be taken for Thanksgiving.
40 inch Sheeting, per yard
church; subject, “A Step Further in
..
Senator Hale hose company will the Freedom of the Spirit, the UniBest Quality Percale, per
25c
All Heavy Outings, best quality, per yard.
give a masquerade ball at Hancock tarians,” Rev. G. T. Jones.
.19c
hall on Thanksgiving eve.. November
Ladies'
sizes
Rubbers,
At a special meeting of the Ells2*j to 4, per pair
4()c
24.
Prizes will be awarded for the worth school board
Bed Blankets, color gray, large sizes.
Monday evening,
$2.50
handsomest costume worn by a lady the resignation of L. W. Elkins as
MAIL ORDERS FILLED AT ONCE.
and the funniest costume worn by a
principal of the high school was acO. S. PLUMMER & SONS,
Harrington, Maine
gentleman.
cepted. The resignation will take
The concert and dance given last effect Friday of this week.
Stanley
Thursday evening at Hancock hall, N. Shibles of Rockport was elected to
under the auspices of Frank E. Whit- fill the vacancy, and will enter upon
more post,
American Legion, was his duties here next Monday.
Mr.
The concert by Shibles is a graduate of the Rockport
largely attended.
• a WWW
with first quality toric lenses, at $8.50.
the Scott-Bates Co., the second in the high school and of Colby college.
——Exact price before the war.
series arranged by the post for this
on
(Continued
Page 5.)
winter, was very enjoyable.
DancEdward H. Baker
ing followed, with music by Sinclair’s
COMING
orchestra.
ELLSWORTH
Graduate Optometrist and Registered
Friday evening, Nov. 19, at Hancock hall—Minstrel show by We-HiEye Specialist.
Ka club, the girls’ club of Ellsworth
Office Over Moore's Drug Stere
04 Court street (Bridge Hill»
high school. Followed by dancing.
Tuesday afternoon, Nov. 23. at
Telephone connection.
Unitarian vestry—Rooked food sale
Woman’s
Alliance.
by

SAVE YOUR MONEY

way.

Mackerel, a pound.20*

Salt

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Frank Anderson has been at home
from Colby college for a few days.
Irene chapter, O. E. S., will hold a

—
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—
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Filling,

a can.
This article is proving very satisfactory.

Superba

Seeded

The first

new

Raisins,

Bilker’s Fresh Grated

Cocoanut,

a can_

It's in pure cocoanut milk.

.19*

Super-Cream,

a cau.
It's something new. It's semething good.

2

Grapefruit,
They

Climax

are

Property Owners, Attention!

package .32*

a
raisins received this year.

27<

CO., Ellsworth,

for.25*

Floridas and brimful of juice.

Coffee,

a

pound .37£

No matter what you may pay you can’t get

more

a

satisfy-

ing cup.
cash system of

Our

business

doing

vantage of every drop in the market.
share our lower prices with you.

enables

us

to

tube ad-

It will pay you to let

us

C. C. BURRILL

SIjTaThaynes^
D. E. LINNEHAN’S GARAGE
WATER

STREET,

Dodge and Cadillac Cars, Miller Tires
Dodge Touring

for immediate
FULL

Car and

Dodge Roadster
delivery, prices guaranteed
LINE OF ACCESSORIES

Second-hand Dodge Roadster;
at

a

..

once

Public Auto Service.

Telephone

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE-INSURANCE

yard.!!..!..!!]!!!"

if taken

bargain
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PLUMMERS’ PRICES

ELLSWORTH

AGENT FOR

One

&

Before the WarPrices ^

117

^
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SPECIALS!
FOR WEEK OF NOVEMBER 17
Ladies’ Outing Flannel Night Robes, with or without
colfar, sizes, 16 and 17, each...$1.95
Ladies’ Fine Black Cotton Gordon “Round Ticket”
Hose, a good fall weight, a pair.50^
Ladies’Outsize Cotton, “Gordon Brand” plain top,
sizes 9, 9y2, 10, 10y2, a pair.50£
Children’s Crib Blankets, in pink and blue, only .95^
Ladies’
and 38,

Weight Fleeced Union Suits, sizes 36
.$1.89

Winter
for

Special Notice
To

Taxpayers

I
To the

Taxpayers of Ellsworth:

relating to the collection of
provides that all real estate on
which taxes remain unpaid shall be
sold by the Collector on the first Monday ot' February, following: the date

sleeve

or

just

a

strap

over

36 inch Fruit of the Loom Bleached

the shoulder.

Cotton,

a

yd,

28C"

Collector.

Killed to Order
^

for freshly-killed

FOWL and CHICKENS
95 MAIN STREET,

Ellsworth Falls,

from now until Thanksgiving

ELLSWORTH, MAINE

Maine

DRESSED POULTRY- EGGS
Placed at top value.
Returns same
or
Hundreds of
day after.
farmers ship to us for better results.
Let us prove our fair dealings.
Reference:
Mattapan Nat. Bank.
Send for quotations.

day

W. F. WYMA

& CO„

4 Faneuil Hall Market, Boston, Mass.
Largest commission receivers of New
England live poultry.

Licensed

I will take orders

“It pays to trade at this store.”

M. L. ADAMS

Tel. 122-12

taxes

of commitment.
Under the provisions of this law it
will be necessary for me to advertise
real estate on wnich the taxes of 1920
are unpaid about December 20,
1920.
I shall so advertise the list of unpaid
taxes in The Ellsworth American.
F. M. GAYNOR,

Shingles

hand for immediate delivery

LEON H. BROWN

The law

Sizes 40, 42,44, for...$1.98
These come ankle length with either a long sleeve, elbow

Second Clear Cedar
on

buyer of

DEER SKINS
and all kinds of

FURS
HARVARD M. CLOUGH

H. W. MORANG
Phone 142-8

Telephone 105-14
Ellsworth

ELLSWORTH FALLS,

MAINE

Subscribe for the AMERICAN

Mausef.
MUTUAL BENEFIT COLUMN.
Charles Rich spent the week-end
Edited by “Anil Madge.”
at home.
He is employed at Northeast Harbor.
•MOTTO:—HELPFUL AND HOPEFUL.
A Hallowe'en social was held at
the parsonage Monday evening, NoThe purposes of this column are
vember 1.
succinctly stated In the title and motto
Sirs. Cynthia Stanley has returned —it Is for the mutual benefit, and alma
to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for
from a visit in Gouldsboro.
the common
It Is for the common
Bessie Noyes. Louise Johnson and ; tsse—a publicgood
servant, a purveyor of
Whitmore
attended
the Iniormatlon and suggestions, a medium
Gladys
for the interchange of ideas, in this cateachers’ convention at Bangor.
it solicits communications, and
Airs. Thomas Fernald has gone to pacity
its success depends largely on the supLewiston, where Mr.
Fernald
has 1 port given it in this respect. Com
i mnnlcatlons must be signed, but the
employment.
name of writer will not be printed exNov. 8.
“Lilac.'’
! cent by permission.
Communications
will be subject to approval or
rejection
editor of the column, but none
| will
by, the
be rejected without good reason
Address

---d.-...—--

i«

that have come her way.
I think she.
with "H. O. B." and "Esther,”
surely
must have enjoyed
singing the reunion
I. too. would like to hear from
songs.

of

CASE

A business man’s wife could not
read without sharp pains in

her eyes.
For years her eyes were
red and weak. Finally she tried simpie witchhazel, camphor, hydrastis.
etc., as mixed in Lavoptik eye wash.
The result produced by a single bottle
amazed everyone.
We guarantee a
small bottle of Lavoptik to help ANY
CASE weak, strained or inflamed
Aluminum eye cup FREE.
eyes.
Alexander’s Pharmacy.

"Charity." Best wishes to all shut-ins
kindest regards to all.
"Ann."

and

•

Life can’t be counted in a day.
The present rain that will not
stop
Next autumn means a bumper
crop.
We wonder why some
things must be.
Care’s purpose we can seldom see
An’ yet long afterwards we turn
To view the past, an’ then we learn
That what onco filled our minds with
doubt
Was good for us as it worked out.

AAIAZES ELLSWORTH

|
j

I’ve never known an hour of care
But what I’ve later come to se4
That it had brought some joy to me.
Even the sorrows I have borne,
Leavin' me lonely an’ forlorn
An’ hurt an’ bruised an’ sick at hfeart
In life’s great plan have had a
part.
An’ though I could not understand
^ hy I should bow to Death’s
command,
As time wTent on T came to know
That it was really better so.

You can’t
feel so good
but what n?
will make you
leei Detter.

1

|

•

I

j

"Moss.”

I

glad yon found time, with
cares, to write us this
"Moss.”
When Aunt Maria
answers your question perhaps she
will tell me
why geraniums, cut
down, nicely trimmed and growing
abundant leaves, have not blossomed
since a whole year.
You will all be interested ih the
The pictures are very
following.
clear.

en-

take

FATONIC

^^Oo>ryoUi~STOMAais s*ke~)

Inrt«ntly raltem u-**--^i.j
Fnlini. Stop, indication. food uonw. ropmohs. ud nil the many miMriea cuud by

Acid-Stomach

EATONIC is the best remedy. Tens of thousands wonderfully benefited. Positively guaranteed to please or ws wilj refund money.
Call and get a biff box today. You will see.

a

U. MUOBl, 08 MAIN ».
KUswortb, Maine

Unless you

•

•

Dear Aunt Madge:
I am rather slow getting around to
the pictures taken Reunion Day. (Note
the capital letters—that means it is a
red letter day for M. B.’s.)
Am enclos-

lovely

were
arranged
tables
for
the
school children filled wdth all kinds of
vegetables and fruit raised by the boys
and sewMng done by the girls. All were
worthy of praise.
The farmers from all around
brought
vegetables and fruit to sell to help
swell the fund.
They had all kinds of
booths, cake, candy and Ice-cream;
there were cattle, pigs, colts,
dogs and
a home-made fakirs’ row of
different

many

•

I had been there.
I met S. J. Y’s. son.
who is a master at the Mitchell school
for boys, and he told me what a

was in every way.
I could not go to the Bluehill fair, so
went to a little fair which is held each
year in behalf of child welfare.
They
cleared $2,300 for the good of the cause.
It was held on the Tower estate, which
in itself is worth going to see, with all
its ponds, tea-rooms
and
beautifully
laid-out
flower
beds.
The
residence
is
on
a
hill
high
surrounded
by
trees.
where
there

am

your

joyed the report of the reunion, also all
of the letters.
I could almost imagine

day it

•

•

letter.

Lexington. Mass.

MOORE'S PHARMACY.

•

she mentioned the rose 1 sent her.
I
have enjoyed my garden this summer.
I have had blossoms of
kinds
many
since last May until Nov. 1. when the
snow and frost came and killed
them.
I always enjoy
reading the letters
from the M. B. members.
I enjoyed
"H. O. B.'s” letter last week and also
"Fords" or "Wanderer's.”
She seems
to have a number of names.
She spoke
about Aunt Maria's plants.
I want to
ask Aunt Maria how she cares for her

*

t

Dear M. B.’s:
I ivant to tell you how much I

•

gigantic oxails. Do you give it a resting season?
1 hope Aunt Madge will think this Is
all right to help fill the column?
Yours truly.

—Selected by Ann.
*

•

BluehiU. Nov. 7, 1920.
Dear Aunt Madge and M. B.'s:
I want to thank Aunt
Madge for the
nice little poem, and the
kindly way

So narrow is our vision here
That we are blinded by a tear
An* stunned by every hurt an’ blow
Which comes to-day to strike us low.
An’ yet some day we turn an’ find
That what seemed cruel once was
kind.
Most things. I hold are wise’y
planned
If we could only understand.
*

•

Thanks. Ann. for your verv interesting letter. Always glad to hear
from you.

Things mostly happen for the best.

eat—always

thing I ever saw. especially the old
old things like costumes,
quilts, sam-

While doubt is chokin’ out
belief,
You’ll find when all is understood
That what seemed bad was
really good.

MAKERS OF

After you

good

latml Sale of An, Medicine in the World.
Sold everywhere. In borer. 10c„ 2So.

grief

MADE BY SCOTT A BOWSE

"

a

indication of the condition of the stomach
and bowels.

The

lost
An’ you sit countin’ up the cost
With eyes half-blind
by tears

RELIEF!

ALSO IN TABLET FORM FOR THOSE
WHO PREFER THEM.

sew or

PILLS

Your mouth is

1^181-8,

Dissolve instantly on tongue
or in water-hot or cold; do
not have to crush.

WOMAN’S

your mouth tastes like nil the mean
things you ever did—mixed together,
then vou need

! BEECHAM’S

j

E2L INDIGESTION

SCOTT’S EMULSION

to

j

j

j

THINGS HAPPEN FOR THE BEST
etc., too numerous to mention.
Things mostly happen for the best.
We are having such lovely days the
However hard it seems to-dav
When some
fond
plan has' gone flowers and vegetables are still free
astray
from the biting frost.
How nice that
Or what you’d wished for most was !j Third has been able
to enjoy those trips

(GRANULES

1

communications

American, Ellsworth, Me,

RM10IDS
QUICK

all

When

I
j

ing a sample of each. Am not so well
satisfied as I should have been had you
had the sun on the other side of the
house.
Please don’t allow such a thing
to occur another year.
For the benefit of the members who
will not see these “samples,” I will say
there is a fair picture of the group,
also of "P. A. M.;” a good one of the
mountains, also of Mrs. Mayo’s home.
These are 2^4 x
inches in size, and

CHICHESTER S

make-ups which made a real fair. The
fancy display was away beyond any-

PILLS

DIAMOND BRAND.
Lsdlf«I Aak 7<
T11E

A

(hl-ebeo-ter’a |
Pills in Red U
boxes, sealed wi

v
no other.
Bar of jour
Uraniii. Ask for < HM iri>.TER*N
DIAMOND BRAND PILIA, 'or 81^
known
as
Reliable
Best, Safest. Always
years

|

j

if any one wants any
they are 7 cents
each, plus postage.
Shall be glad tc
till orders.
Hhpe all are well and enjoying thes<
glorious fall days.
“A. M. Y."
For
pictures, address Miss A. M

Young, 27 Warland street, Cambridge
39, Mass.
*

particular in your choice, you
are not likely to
get the best. If we were
not so particular about the wheat we
buy for
are

William Tell

*

More recipes from Ann to follow
later.

Fish Cakes—One cup potato, 1
cup salt fish; boil together until potato is soft.
Mash and add a piece
of butter; let cool.
Then add one
well-beaten
and
egg
beat all together.
Fry in deep fat after making into small cakes. They are extra
fine.—"Ann.”

could not give you the quality for
which this flour is iamous.
Our big mill is located right in the
heart of the richest
wheat-growing
section of the country.

iSl,’1"
Nov. 12.

u‘visiting

..A“J
hav!"”

va‘

all well

#

-o-

East Orl.mil.
James DeRocher and H. A. Snow
are at home from a trip to Lubec.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Snow of Camdent are visiting his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. G. H. Snow.
Mr. and Mrs. T. F. Mason will
leave to-day for Eastlake, Fla., for
the winter.
Mrs. Aurilla Higgins
has closed
her house and will spend the winter
in Bluehiil with her daughter, Mrs.
Mina Parker.
Mrs. Alice Clements is with Mrs.
Morrill Bowden, who is very ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Bowden have
moved into
the
Austin
Blaisdell
house.
Mrs. Carrie Jordan is
at
home
from Bucksport.
Miss Lysle Saunders is at home
from a visit in Ellsworth.
Mrs. William Robertson has returned from a visit in Old Town and

On Cold Days, Hot Tea
On Hot Deys.CoId Tea

Orono.
George Robertson, who has employment with the Central Maine

I

Sold by DeaJers in this
Thurston, Kingsbury Co„

Power Co., spent the week-end with
his parents. Mr. and
Mrs. William
Robertson.
Nov. 15.
M,

Bangor,

Neighborhood

I
f

Maine

!

-o-

Goulds boro.
Mrs. Leigh Leighton and three
children of Winter Harbor spent the
week-end with her mother. Mrs. W.
F. Hutchings.
Miss Julia Young, who has been
employed at Herbert Young's, has returned to Corea.
Leigh Coffin and Miss Gladys Rolfe
were quietly married at the
Baptist
parsonage in Winter Harbor Wednesday evening, Nov. 10. Their many
friends extend best wishes.
Perley Tracy of Ellsworth spent
Saturday and Sunday with his father
C. L. Tracy.
Henry Wood is at home to spend
the winter with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. F. T. Wood.
Irving MacDonald has moved his
family to South Orrington. for the
winter.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mark
L.
Archer will occupy his home here.
W. F. Hutchings was very ill two
or three days last week.
Mrs. Emma Kidder is ill.
W. F. Hutchings lost one of his
team horses Saturday night.
Miss Doris Tracy and Miss Dorothy Joy spent the week-end at home
Nov. 15.
‘'Pat."

Kill That Cold With

CASCARA

jj? QUININE

FOR

and

Cold*, Coughs

L« Grippe

Neglected Colds
Take

no

are

Dangerous

chances. Keep this standard
remedy handy for the first
Breaks up a cold in 24 hours
Relieves
Grippe in 3 days—Excellent for Headache

sneer*

—

in this form does not affect the head—Cascara is best Tor
Laxative—No Opiate in Hill’s.

Quinine

:.

ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT

meeting Saturday evening. It
voted to discontinue
keeping the
open In the evening, as
so few patronized
it.
It
will
be
?® ^ as usual Saturday afternoons.
Lhildren under ten years will be slowed to take
out
the
children’s
books free of charge.
A committee
*bree> Mrs. J. W. Stinson, Mrs. A.
L Strout and Mrs.
L. P. Cole, was
chosen to select a dozen new books.
F' ^ ‘8 boarding bts
reading-room

baking, just

tell

vour

grocer—William Tell."

i So many people have auch
a fondness for the

delicate, delightful
FLAVOR

of SUPERBA TEA we
feel absolutely safe in suggesting its use in your home.

bungalow

Nov. 16.
Most

WHITCOMB, HAYNES

Mrs. Margaret Kief
r“”

ness
was

pure.

about your

winter*
^t
ijr “hh*

The E. W. Holdens were
called to
Boston last week by the death of
a
relative.
The library association had a busi-

By being equally particular in every
manufacturing detail, we know that
William Tell is fine and clean and

particular

o™b

congratulations
T
th®
a son. born Nov
5
Ray Partridge lias moved hi* ,
®"
!ly to Bar Harbor for the
Hop> McKenney has returned V.
Fort Fairfield, where
she
h®
vacation, and wHJ reopen

Coombs.

There is so much wheat from which
to choose that we can and do select
only the very best as good enough for
William Tell.

If you’re

receiving

birth of

Seal Cove.
Or land.
The body of Capt. Stephen BilAt the last meeting of Narramlssic
\\ <*st Tremont.
John Kenney and wife and Mr ...
grange ,it was voted to entertain lings and wife, three little children,
and
Mrs.
Billings'
Mr.
parents.
and
Hancock Pomona the first Saturday
Mrs. Philip Pervear. who
Mrs. Dow, are to be transferred from the summer
in November. 1821.
at Moose
Past Master A.
Island Dar*
ha,
R. Hutchins was chosen to give the the family cemetery on the Billings have moved home.
farm to Seal Cove cemetery.
address of welcome.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip
Pervear
F. L. Hodgdon of Center has pur- for Boston
Monday evening. Nov. 8. Riverside
Saturday for a short1 'a*
chapter, O. E. S., held a special meet- chased the Billings farm.
cation.
Miss
Letha
Bartlett,
is
emfor
Center,
the
ing
annual inspection by Julia
Llewellyn Rich left this
morning
ployed at Mrs. A. T. Norwood's.
A.
for Rockland, where he
\ickery, D. D. grand
matron.
will work
Fred Hodgdon and wife, who have this winter.
s
Mrs. Vickery inspected this
chapter been on Tinker’s
in 1919, and her very helpful visit at
island, where Mr.
Nov. S.
"Thelma."
is
in
the
Hodgdon
weir
are
this time was quite like the return of
business,
--home for the winter.
a
long-absent
friend.
Subscribe for The American
During a
social hour at the close of the meetNov. 8.
N.
$2.00 a year
ing refreshments were served.
Mrs. Linnie W. Keyes sprained her
wrist recently.
She has gone to Augusta to spend a month with her
daughter, Mrs. Cora L. Keyes, after
which she hopes to return to her
duties at Bar Harbor.
Miss
Eleanor Taintor,
who
is
teaching the village school under the
hill, was called to her home at WinWhat a relief to come home at night after a hard
day's work
terport Friday by the death of her
and find all the family well and in good
brother Raymond, onlv son of
spirits How differCapt
William Taintor.
ent from those days and nights of anxiety when the wife or
Mr. Taintor died
at his father's home at
little one was so sick and distressed; when the
Winterport. I
depressing inafter an illness of many months.
i fluence of doctor or nurse and increased
mere mu De a
expense added to the
poverty social at
burdens of life. Very often these serious illnesses
N'arramissic grange during the promay be
gram hour Nov. 26.
prevented by having a really reliable family remedy at hand
Mr. and Mrs.' Arthur Thayer will
to cleanse the system of any unhealthy accumulations in the
spend the winter in California. They
or bowels.
plan to leave the last of the month | stomach
Get a bottle from your dealer today, sixty doses for
and on their way- across the contififty
nent. stop at Albany, N. Y. and at !
cents.
Satisfaction guaranteed. "Ii, F.” Medicine Co.,
Chicago to visit relatives. They will
Cortland, Me.
return to their home here in June.
Albion H. Soper, who has been
home for a few days' visit with relatives here and at Bucksport, has returned to Portsmouth, N. H
Nov. 15.
V.

Prospect Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stanley and
young daughter have closed the Stanley house and gone to Waltham,
Mass., for the winter.
Mrs. Rupert Blance is
slowly convalescing, after a
serious
illness.
Mrs. Amanda
Coombs of Corea is
with her.
C’apt. J. W. Stinson and son Calvin
were business visitors to
Jonesport
for the week-end.
Mrs. Clara Noonan has closed her
house for the winter and
gone to
the home of her son Forrest
Mrs. Caroline Guptill of
Winter
Harbor is a
gueat of Mrs. J.
8.r

we

“hoolhouse,

■-o-

-——n_

FLOUR

Hancock Falls.

Miss

Phyllis Brenton 1« Vl»in
her aunt. Mrs. Wilbur
"siting
The ladies’ ah!
held
”
Hallowe’en social ut society
a
the schools
Monday night.
Mr. and Mrs.
Dewey Gatcomh

-o-

Tske

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

*

West Hancock.
Jesse Brown is visiting her
son. Joseph Leighton
at Lincoln.
Mrs. William Scott and
daughters,
Mildred and Mildred, of Harrington,
recently visited Mrs. Scott's sister,
Mrs. Jesse Brown.
Miss Anna Norris of Bangor Is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Mary Mtlliken.
John M. Norris of Bangor was in
town last week.
Mrs. Frank Miles, who has been
seriously ill. is improving.
There was no school last week owing to the illness of the teacher. Mrs.
Peaalee.
Nov. 8.
M. M. M.
Mrs

&

WHITNEY

Politely iiuisl; and get
SUPERBA TEA at your
Dealer's.

-oskin

disfiguring

eruptions,
lerofula, pimples, rashes, etc., are due
:o Impure blood.
Burdock Blood Bitters as a cleansing blood
tonic Is well
recommended.
»1.SS at
all
storee.
—Advt.
-o-

Subscribe for The American
$2.00 a year

M1LL1KEN-TOMUNSON CO.
Importers end Packers

F 5UPERBA ON THE LABEL
SUPERB FOR YOUR TABLE
;
^aimiJiTtf r» ^ f^ii. |

I
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PORTLAND. MAINE

P

BEST

Franklin.

(West
“"SvtoEto"oHLvV*-

Over 100 years

^6ir£vhe0Pi-0n-"^hAhae

The old reliable

E-WaiSKK i

EVIDENCES
The plump, rosy cheek,
a well-nourished body,
are the best evidences
of strength and vigor.

covery6aftert0 ^

and

scons
EMULSION

j

is used in tens of thou-

appetite,

motes
Scott ABowne.

influenza.

visit,'tbl
MaCry
I odd I‘.nvitft,on
viary Tnddn
Lincoln tent at Bangor

November 8.

They all declared
the best time
they ever had."
John
i
Dyer and

;rs- left
Miriam

Saturday

"hMrVMptiDyer.|haS
Mrs. F.thel Clark

it

IC

daughter

for

Bangor

f'mPloyment.

and Miss Edith
Butler attended the
national grange
in Roston last
week. and
took the seventh
degree.
Harold and Frances
Worcester
spent several days last
week at the
°f th6lr brotber
Harry at Old
Town

strength.
20-66

INTERNAL and EXTERNAL
aches and ills, —grippe and

Veterans

pro-

Bloomfield,N J

coughs, colds, sore throats,
cramps, chills, sprains,
strains, and many other

Leorge Bradbury spent the week
°f
Town0™6 h*8 brothar Caleb
Fourteen Daughters of

growth and

sustains
|

in thousands of homes for

*ot her° gifA' ma“y l>oxe8 °f sw**s

,,

J

Bianchl
*?«*«
business

*as

Blnehill Falls.
Mrs. B. A. Wood
and
daughter
Susie are home from East Bluehill,
where they have had employment for
the summer.
Mrs. Will and
daughter Blanca
have closed their cottage and
returned to Rochester, N. Y.
Mrs. Leslie Flye and infant daughter Leona, of North Brooklin, were
week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs. A.
T. Conary.
Miss Bianca Will has been having
her summer cottage. "The Studio,"

considerably improved.
Miss Dorothy Chatto
was
home
from Bangor for the week-end.
-o-

of Milton, Mass.,
visitor in town Thurs-

a

,JV'r..F'Ietcher
teresting

of Watervllie held inservices at Union church

|

Monday evening.
Ted Pinkham of Ellsworth
was a
guest at the home of E. E.
Coombs
last
week.
Nov. 15.

W

“Echo.”
IJrooksville.

A pleasant evening: was
spent at
the home of Mr. and
Mrs.
Elmer
Cummings Thursday evening, when
their daughter Ailean
invited her
teacher. Mrs. Bernice Snow,
grammar school teacher, and
her pupils,
also Mrs.
Gertrude
Blodgett, the
primary teacher, to her home. Upon
arriving at Miss Ailean's house, a delicious supper
was
awaiting the
guests.
After supper music, games
and songs were enjoyed.
At a late
hour the pupils were
to
conveyed
their homes by Mr.
Cummings in his
car.
Many thanks are due Mrs.
Cummings for her generous hospital
ity. The occasion will long be remembered by both Mrs. Snow and
her pupils.
Nov. 15.
‘'Spec.”

l>cdliam.
Miss Priscilla Gray spent last week
in Ellsworth with
her aunt.
Mrs.
Frank Pickering.
G. W. Brewster and Albert Ross
have returned from Mlllinocket.
Mrs. F. W. Fogg spent last week
with her daughter, Mrs. W. G. Stone,
in Bangor.
One application
for membership
1
was received in New
Century grange.
Nov. 13.
Crider the leadership of
Maurice Miller, the first program of
Surry.
the literary contest was given.
It
George Clark is home for the winconsisted of victrola selections, by ter.
George Pond: chorus singing: origiMrs. Howe Higgins and sister Celia
nal recitations. Gertrude Wakefield. have been
visiting their mother the
M. Miller; solos.
John
Wakefield; ! past week
original papers. Mary Burrill. G. W.
Myrtle Shapleigh, with a friend, of
Brewster; recitations. Maurice Mil- Bangor, is
visiting her grandmother.
ler. Josephine Moore, Gerald Thomp- Mrs.
Emily Smith.
son.
Helen
Gray. Mary Burrill;
The ladles' aid society will meet
stories. G. A. Gray. W. Miller. Oscar with Mrs. Alliston
Miiliken Thursday
Waning: reading. Gertrude Pond.
Herman Carter returned home last
Nov. 1 5.
h
week.

Trenton.

Mrs.

Anna
Anderson
returned
home last week from
York Beach,
where she has been
visiting her
daughter. Mrs. T. E. Darke.
Misses
Mary Royal and Vara
Coogins spent the week-end at home
from Ellsworth.
All are pleased to see
Charles
bpnnger out again after an illness of
nearly three months.
Benjamin F. Jordan left last week
for New York to
spend the winter
with his son Edward.
Mrs. Ella Donlin remains
seriously
ill.
Her many friends hope for her
speedy recovery.
Nov. 15.
W
Oak Point.
.Mr. anti Mrs. R. G. Leland are receiving congratulations on the birth
of a daughter, horn November 7.
Capt. and Mrs. David Marshall of
McKinley are guests of Mrs. Austin

Phelps.

Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Lord left Friday for Bangor to visit their son
Horace, before leaving for Boston
for the winter.
Mrs. Annie J. Sargent, who has
bee nvisiting at “Jolly Farm.” returned to her home in West Gouldsboro Monday.
Nov. 15.
X. X.

Partridge

Cove.
W illiam Kellum has moved into
the Dr. Hodgkins house.
Mr.
Saunders of
Ellsworth
is
boarding at Charles Thompson’s. He
and Allard Springer are
hauling ties
for Mr. Buzzell of Bangor.
Norton Tinker spent
a few days
with his daughter. Annie
Springer,
on his way South to
join his wife.
Clarence Young. George McDonald and Kenneth Young, who have
been employed at Harding's mill, are
at home.
Nov. 15.
“Hubbard.”
-o-

Subscribe for The American

Dr. Barbrick
WILL MAKE HIS NEXT REGULAR VISIT TO

ELLSWORTH, MAINE
*

and be at the

•

HANCOCK HOUSE 0N0%&Y
Monday, Nov.

DR. BARBKICK WILL POSITIVELY
BE IN ATTENDANCE AND WILL
PERSONALLY CONSULT WITH'
AND EXAMINE ALL CASES.
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3 sharp

Are You Sick?
Are You Suffering? Do
Know What Ails You?
Unless*you
the TrucCauseo£ y°ur troubles
you
will never be cured.
90 out of every 100 sick
fail to get well because of improper
diagnosis.
You

inC. VIVI1
ollilv kuaw

I lib

Dr.Barbrickwill find Your Disease

and to accommodate the many who were unable to see him
during his previous visits he will eonFree Offer and give to all who call on him during this visit his complete examinations
and full diagnosis
together with all office services required by the case
Free of

t^his

Absolutely

P.ATARRU

DFAFNFQQ

nV<vPFDQIA

BRONCHITIS SsSMSMSfiS?*
?fathe7app^oih ab?Ma
CONSUMPTION
cough, Might
or

AQTUM

Wonderful X Rav Examinations FREE

HEART DISEASES shortness of breath,
KIDNEY DISEASES puffiness under the
oyes, swellingof the feet and frequent urination.
UVER DISEASES
feeling of lassitude aud

BARBRICK will have with him his
DR.cal
Examining Machines and

constipation,etc.

miserable without

and

reason.

RPFHMATIOII
nnCUiVlAIIOm
for

Acute or chronic, muscolar, articular or sciatic,
which other treatments proved unavailing.

BLOOD DISEASES Ste:
SKIN
Eruptions, falling of
DISEASES
hair and
aflactions.
ulcers and foul humors.

scalp

CANCERS, TUMORS

without the Knife.

growths

treated

-o-

South Bluehiil.
Miss Kate Sylvester is
visiting
friends in Boston.
The harvest supper was given
by
the ladies’ aid society on Nov. 4, having been postponed on
account of
storm. The proceeds were about
$42.
Capt. W. J. Johnson spent a few
days last week at home.
Nov. 15.
O

j

\

---

—

of

Indians

-o-

Exemplary Service.
Phoner—“Hello, Central! Get me
Blank 5497—and, say, get it quick, like
they do in the movies.”—Boston Transcript.

Special “X RAY” outfit ami Electrifor examining the Eye, Ear,
Nose, Throat, Lungs, Heart, Blood, etc., and will give these remarkable examinations absolutely Free to all who call on him during this visit. The above photo
shows the Boctor making X Kay Examination of Lungs as an Aid to Biagno? is.
Instruments

...

in

I, I,

—

READ HIS CREDENTIALS
For the benefit of thoso who may not know
him well, the following credentials will enable the patient to judge whether the Doctor
is qualified to cure him or not.

J. FRASER BARBRICK, M. D.
Physician, Surgeon and Specialist.

For seven
years Teacher and Professor in the California
Eclectic Medical College. Graduate Cincinnati, 1893; Atlanta, 1900; Los Angeles, 1910;
Post Graduate New York Policlinic, 1901-2:
X. Y. P. G., 1907-8; Edinburg, London and
Paris, 1912; Vienna and Harvard, 1913. ExPresident and member of various medical and
scientific societies. As a Teacher. Writer and
Specialist his reputation is international.

For the

Hopeless

He especially invites those who havy
tried other treatments and failed; those
who

are now

treating

month after month

without help, continuing to treat been- >
false encouragement; those who pu:
from any MALADY which has been j:.
nounced INCURABLE, and people v.\
have been told that they hud Const:::
tion, Heart Trouble, Nervous Weal
or any disease, are all invited to call a::, i
place themselves under his cave during
this visit, and take advantage of ilia
lYee Ojfer.
of

remanent Address and Laboratory, 210 uawmut Avenue, boston, Mass,
In Ranjrnr at p^pofeccnt Pxchan?**, Saturday »nd Sim^a* Nnv. *>0 rnd 21.

OFjCZEMA

Prominent Veterinary of Dover
Suffered Tortures for
Twelve Years
•TRUrr-A-TrVES”and "Sootha S«Ira”

Finally Brought Relief
Dover, N. H.
“In 1906, I began to be troubled
with Eczema. It started on my face
and gradually spread. The second
summer, I was so badly afflicted I
had to lay off work. I would keep
my hands tied up at night to prevent
digging into my flesh while asleep.
I spent hundreds of dollars in seeking
relief. I would go for several months
without trouble and then the Eczema
would break out again and I would
be in for a siege of suffering.
My
hands, especially across the knuckles,
would be so puffed and swollen I
could not do any obstetrical work
or operations.
It was about three months ago I
chanced to read an ad. of ‘Fruita-tivcs’ about

a

person

being

cured

of Weeping Eczema by using this

remedy and

‘Sootha Salva’. I

both and in about

a

bought
week, noticed an

improvement.

I have now used two
boxes of ‘Fruit-a-tives’ and one of
‘Sootna Salva’ and am entirely free
of Eczema. My flesh is clear and
smooth and I am that gratified with
the result that I cannot proclaim too

loudly the merits of these remedies”.
E. N. OLZENDAM, D. V. M.
Both remedies are sold at 50c. a
box, 6 for $2.50. At all dealers or
Bent postpaid by FRUIT-A-TIVES

Limited, OGDENSBURG, N. T.

Divided the 1

Land Which We Now Know
North America.

as

The North American Indians were
divided Into seven or eight great
groups, according
to
their various
languages. The Algonquins made up
the Ihrgest family,
comprising the
eastern tribes of
Canada
and
the
United States south of Hudson bay.
east of the Mississippi river and south
to Virginia and Tennessee.
Including
the Ojibwas, Ottawas, Crees, Aigonquins and Blackfeet.
The Iroquois
or Five Nations of
Cooper’s stirring
tales inhabited the east central states,
including New York. West of them
lived the Dakotas or
Sioux, from
Canada to Arkansas and
from
the
to
the
Mississippi
Rocky mountains.
The Muskokls or Appalachians occupied the southeastern states as far
west as the Mississippi; while the
Shoshonls were at home In the region
from Texas to Montana
and
from
California to Idaho. The Athabascas.
the Yumas, and the Pueblos occupied
Alaska and Canada. Oregon and New
Mexico respectively.

Butter Paper Printed At
The American Office
Best quality Red Lion water-proof aud grease-proof vegetable
parchment paper, printed with especially-made butter paper ink to
comply
with new law. There is cheaper paper on the market; none better,

®rice, including

paper and

500 sheets
“
1000

special printing:

pound size,

$3

...

Of Ohio’s

sons

three

Hours, iQt° 5

two

were

For that rare old
gate-legged table or
other piece of highly-prized fur-

seen no

thorized statement of the paternal
cestry of Harding or Cox.

of
auan-

Experiments in Road Building.
In order accurately
to determine
the durability of the various kinds of
roadway, the government bureau lias a
stretch of roadway at Arlington representing all the different methods of
road building, and oveT this a heavy
machine is drawn back and forth by
cable. This Is supposed to reproduce
the action of vehicles passing over it
and the results are carefully noted and
compared. The result of the operations will be used as a guide to the
expenditure of nearly $300,000,000
which will he made under government
auspices during the next three years.
In Favor of Yachts.
“You prefer yacht racing to horse

racing

or

motor

some

Scotch,

racing?"

“I do. You can take your wife to see
all kinds of sail boats without her Ida yi'iv •vy'nir t«* n>> ii o e."
s'• ''11—

The Bay Stater

00

5.00

Strange Hotel.
What Is probably the queerest hotel
and restaurant in the world Is that
recently erected at Atlantic City. N.
J.
It takes the form of a monster
elephant. Seen from a distance the
resemblance of the structure to a live
elephant is remarkable. As you approach it its huge size becomes apparent, hut you quickly observe that it
Is only a thing of wood and iron, but
most cleverly contrived.
It boasts of
many beds, and a dining pavilion on
the animal's back capable of accommodating two hundred people. One
readies
tills
novel
restaurant
by
means of a staircase which runs
up
through the animal’s legs and body.
Here and there windows give the necessary light.
Needless to say the
elephant hotel Is causing quite an attraction. and its owner bids fair to
reap a good harvest os a result of
his ingenuity.

Welsh.

A D° you suffer from an oppressed
f'w I niVIH feeling, choking or smothering
sensation and difficult breathing?

NERVOUS DISEASES £TAU2®
melancholia, impaired intellect, unhappy

-o-

Mt. Desert Ferry.
Bert Reed and family have moved
into the rooms connected with the
store of the late Mrs. E. H.
Colby.
Frank Jellison of Calais, who has
a
few days with his brother
William, is visiting his son on Swan’s
Island.
Nov. 15.
q

BEFORE WHITE MAN’S COMING

English paternal ancestry,
one Scotch-Irish.
We have

Hem-

Buttering or palpitation.

Seal Cove.
Albert Hodgdon, Center, has rentAlbert Harper’s cottage for the
winter.
Albert Gray is suffering from
jaundice, which seems to be quite prevalent this fall.
Mrs. Lydia Farrell, Center, has
gone to the home of her
daughter,
Mrs. Dow. at West Tremont
Nov. 15.
u,
ed

Taylor, Wilson, 8; Ohio, Grant, Hayes.
Garfield, Benjamin Harrison, McKinley, Taft, Harding or Cox, 7. Of Virginia's sons five were of English paternal
ancestry, two Scotch, one

ju

Sweats

-o-

Virginia Still Holds Record.
Even with the inauguration of an
Ohioan as president next March assured, as nearly as human events can
he, \ irginia will stiil hold the record
for native sons in the White House.
The record then will stand: Virginia,
Washington, Jefferson, Madison, Monroe, William Henry Harrison, Tyler,

those unacquainted with the great work
carried on by Dr. liar brick, the reach and range
or his
system of treatment and its admirable
adaption to the needs of every class of Invalids
may be Indicated by the diversity of diseases
accepted for treatment.
The symptoms and conseI Mil fill quencea of which are too well
*u°wn to repeat.
Partial or Complote.
Are
ul-HriTuOO you warned by ringing noises
the ears of the extension of the catarrhal
inflammation to the hearing?
Loss of appetite, bloating of
of the
UlOrtrOIH tbe stomach or
I'-rras of catarrhal inflammation ofany
the digestive organa.

persUtent

Marshal Foch’s home In the Avenue
de Saxe, Paris, has become one of the
wonderful
dwelling places of the
world.
Far more than a dwelling
place. It is now a museum of glory.
I he rooms of that modest first floor
flat are crowded with the trophies
which all civilization has offered in
homage to the man who led the allies
to victory.
Such profusion of beautiful things and notable works of art
Is rare, and ndmidst it the unassuming figure of the marshal moves almost grieved, as It seems, by the
possession of these precious tributes,
which only his kindly courtesy induced
him to accept.
They come from every part of the
world.
That large, solid silver statuette of a French general of the
Napoleonic wars Is signed by Los Amigos
de Francia a Francophile league in
Spain. Next to it is an alabaster figure by a French master.
Over the
hearth stands a great gilt
empire
clock inscribed
“To Marshal Foch,
from the grateful town of Cassel.”
Gold caskets,
jeweled swords of
honor, antique and valuable miniatures and Ivories, the
splendid enameled collar of the Grand Cross of the
Bath, are crowded together in the
glass cabinets that line the walls.
Here is all the respect, all the enthusiasm, all the gratitude and joy of
victory of a whole world, expressed
in the finest and loveliest forms that
the ingenuity of great artists,
sculptors, goldsmiths, can contrive.
And
it is proof and touchstone of the merit
of the man to whom
they have been
offered that he lives in this illustrious
treasury of glory without seeming to
be conscious either of it or his fame.—
G. Ward Price, in the Continental
Edition of the London Mail.

TERRIBLE CASE

Charge.

DISEASES TREATED
To

orrhages?

Whole World Paid Homage to the
Genius of the Great French
Master of War.

Eight Groups

-o-

The Sick Examined Free
Boston’s Master Specialist

PERSONAL ATTENTION

Ashvlllc.
Mrs. Ora Torrey and baby of Winter Harbor, are visiting Mrs.
Torrey’s
mother, Mrs. Fanny Leighton.
John Tracey
and
family have
moved home from Bar Harbor, where
they spent the summer.
Harry Weeks, Miss Cora Pinkham
and Harvey Hanna spent the weekend at E. A. Hanna's.
Mrs. Sarah Hammond Coughlin of
Big Rapids, Mich, is visiting her
brother, Elwood Hammond.
Mrs. Ethel Walton of Seal Harbor
recently visited her former home on
Morancy street.
Miss Villa Orcutt, who
attended
the teachers’ convention at
Bangor,
is at home.
Miss Thelma Carle of
Princeton returned with her for a
few days.
Nov. 8.
“Phoebe.”

cine,—still

at Old

! sands of homes every S
P day. It improves

^ the

ago, Dr. Johnson originated
his famous household medi-

ALL DELIGHT TO HONOR FOCH

niture, use INOROUT to bring back the
look of glossy, unscratched
newness.
And when you take it
outdoors,
INOROUT will stand up and grin under
lashing winter winds and storm, or the
hottest of summer suns. Salt water
can’t make it turn white.
Boiling
water won’t even dull the
gloss. Try
it—gallons, quarts, pints.

Bay State Liquid Pairts
paint, stain, varnish
A

or

enamel tor ,v.ry

painting condition. Bay State Liquid Points
really protect. They go farther, Iasi longer
and look better too.
Try them.

WADSWORTH, HOWLAND&tD.Jnc.
Boston, Mass.
LmrgtU ‘Paine and Vami,h Make, in New England

Yea

can

A. C. Fernald,
Mt. Desert
T. J. Hinckley,
Bluehill
Daniel McKay,
gurry
Alfred Joyce,
Brooklin
<f. W. Paris,
Sedgwick
Smith Bros.,
Sedgwick
R. M. Buckminster, Sedgwick
F. H. Harding,
Sargentville

bur Inorout Varuiih and Bar Statt Paint Iron
l>avls Bar Harbor Buckboard
C. P. Puller,
Ellsworth
C°'t
Bar Harbor
L. W. Tabbutt & Son, Bar Har
E. A. Lawler, Southwest Har
G. E. Turner, Northeast Har
P. W. j-unt,
West Tremont
H. P. Richardson,

McKinley

I uwww awn.'

w
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The prohibition drought promises
to become more parching.
“Homebrew” and “setting-hen" have filled a

-much-felt'

want” since prohibition
went into effect, and the wetness that
trickled
through the roof of the
United States from Canada was expensive. Now the government has
dealt a blow to home brew by putting ;
a ban on malt and hops, and other 1

j

“makings.’' Only bakers and con- i
fectioners will be allowed
to
buy. j
And how about our yeast cakes?
Will they have to go, too, and the

j

country, perforce, eat of the unleaven ;
bread ?
Hancock County Vote.
Following is the complete and corrected vote of Hancock county in the
recent election:
Harding,
Amherst

Aurora'
Bar Harbor
Bluehill
Brooklin

Bucksport
Brooksville
Castine

Cranberry Isles
Dedham
Deer Isle
Eastbrook
Ellsworth
Franklin
Gouldsboro
Hancock
Lamoine
Mariaville
Mt. Desert
Orland
Otis
Penobscot

Sedgwick
Surry
Stonington
Sullivan
Sorrento
Southwest Harbor
Swan's Island
Tremont
Trenton
Verona
Waltham*
Winter Harbor
Vo. 33 plantation
Long Island plantation
No. 21 plantation

Plurality

r

Cox, d

48
18
751
355
117
418
151
168
91
36
229
49
578
147
191
x59
122
‘26
318
251
13
179
181
86
154
124
35
149
57
119
44
32
40
94
13
16
12

5
25
287
101
31
158
27
42
20
10
109
11
277
42
53
34
28
12
79
94
12
84
47
25
204
69
4
55
9
39
24
33
12
54
5
7
13

5571
3430

2141

*

-o-

r*.

Memorial Resolutions.
The Union Trust Co. of Ellsworth
has adopted ttye following resolutions
on
the death of Hon. Lucilius A.

Emery:
In the passing of Chief Justice Emery. the "lamp of life" went out of a
of more than ordinary ability.
He held many positions of honor and
trust, and filled them with marked
ability and success.
He has held official positions under
all three of the constitutional departments of State—legislative, executive
and judicial.
He has been a member
•f the legislative body; county-attorney and attorney-general under the
executive branch; and both associate
and chief justice of the supreme judicial court of Maine under the judicial
branch.
It is in the last-named branch
•f government that his record will be
man

most

enduring.

His learned, concise and convincing
exposition of the law of the State will
Illumine the pages of the Maine Reports of judicial decisions for all time.
His reputation as a jurist has gone far
beyond the boundaries of his own
State and his decisions have been, still
are, and will continue to be,
held in
highest esteem in other legal jurisdicHe

of refined literary
writings and addresses
were scholarly, clear and
impressive.
His services were much sought as a
lecturer on legal subjects, not only in
the law schools of this State, but in
Massachusetts. Connecticut, and possibly in other states as well.
He rather prided himself on the cool
taste,

was

ancl

a

man

his

and deliberative side of his nature,
and disclaimed all sentimental considerations. but he had & heart much
warmer than he would admit, and once
you had his friendship, it was sure
and true.
As a director in the First National
Bank of Ellsworth, and in its worthy
•accessor, the Union Trust Company,
were
invaluable.
His
bis
services
calm,
unbiased judgment, and even
criticism, were abiding assets to those
institutions, and greatly aided to final
conclusions in the conduct of the business.

the
That
Therefore, be it resolved,
death of Chief Justice Emery was a
and
the
loss
to
State, county
great
city in which he Resided.
That it is an especial loss to the
he
has
Union Trust Company which
served so long and so well; and that
his
revere
directors,
we. as
memory
miss
his
wisdom,
and shall greatly
counsel and mature judgment in our
deliberations for the welfare of this

NOTICE OF FOR KC LOST RE.
Whereas Charle® C. Morrison and Ida
M. Morrison of Eden, county of HanNasal Catarfh
cock. State of Maine, by their mortThose subject to frequent "colds in the
gage deed dated September 19. A. D.
head" will ftnd that the use of HALL’S
1908, and recorded in the registry of
CATARRH MEDICINE will build up the
System, cleanse the ltlood and render deeds for Hancock county, in hook \Si,
page 188, conveyed to Roland H. Jorthem leas liable to colds.
Repeated at- dan
in his lifetime, two certain lots or
tacks of Acute Catarrh may lead to
parcels of land situated in Mariaville,
Chronic Catarrh.
of
county
Hancock, bounded
and
HALL’S
CATARRH
is
MEDICINE
l. a lot
taken internally and acts through the I described as follows, to wit:
bounded westerly by the County Road
Blood on the Mucous Sarfaces of the Sysfrom Mariaville to Ellsworth;
tem. thus reducing th« inflammation and ! leading
northerly by land of Augustus Parsons
restoring normal conditions.
and Charles R. Goodwin: easterly by
All Druggists.
Circulars free.
Mariaville
Land
Co.,
consisting of
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.
Davis and Smith and others: southerly
by land of George W. Black, and containing ninety-five acres, more or less.
Being the same premises described in
ELLSWORTH FALLS.
a
mortgage from Rosllla D. Black to
the late Gilman Jordan, dated May 23.
Frank Haslant and wife of
Bar 1889. and recorded in Hancock registry
in book 238. page 85. which said mortHarbor. Leroy Has’.am and wife of
was subsequently foreclosed, the
Bangor and Dana Salisbury are gage
foreclosure being recorded in book 440.
camping at the foot of Green lake, page 297. of said registry of deeds.
! 2 A lot beginning at a rock maple
hunting.
the southeast corner bound of
Mrs. Joseph
Patterson
was
in tree,
lot number one. fourth range, deeded
Brewer from Thursday until Satur- to Spencer Jordan:
thene.
running
day.
j north one degree east by said Jordan’s
Mrs. C. A. Higgins of East Edding- lot one hundred rods to a spruce tree
on the south line of lot number two.
ton was here over Sunday, the guest
third range: thence south eighty-nine
of Waldo L. Higgins and wife.
i degrees east by said lot number two.
Mrs. Fred E. Grace, who has spent third range, one hundred sixty rods to
a corner: thence south one degree west
some time at her home here, has reone hundred roda-to a corner:
thence
turned to Green Lake.
north eighty-nine degrees west to the
Charles W. Smith and Will Dolli- first mentioned bound, and containing
one hundred acres.-more or less, acver of Bar Harbor spent a part of
to a plan by Reuben
Dodge,
last week at the Smith camp at Mor- cording
with the exception or
the
following
rison pond, hunting.
reserve, to wit:
Beginning at a gully
Charles W. Dunham, one of the about thirty rods from the southwest
corner of
two. third range,
oldest and most highly respected citi- on Samuel lot number south
Hastings
line; thence
zen of this community, died Monday
following the center
of
said
gully
round to said Hastings south
at the age of seventy-nine years.
line,
Mr. Dunham had been in poor health containing two acres, more or less.
The above premises described as conseveral years but the end came sud- veyed in this paragraph being the same
denly, as he died sitting In his chair. described in the mortgage deed from
Mr. Dunham had lived
for several JoannaI Black to Eliza A. Brimmer,
dated Dec. 4. 1867. and
recorded
in
years with his nephew. William P.
Hancock registry, book 130, page 490.
Dorr, who, with his wife, has done and the same assigned by said Brimall possible to make him comfortable mer to the late Gilman Jordan by asdated June 16. 1869. and reand happy.
Funeral services were signment
corded in said registry, book 432. page
held at the home this morning. Rev.
444. said mortgage having been foreThe closed by the administrator of the said
Henry W. Conley officiating.
Jordan estate and recorded In
body was taken to Orland for burial Gilman
book 440. page 296. of
said
registrv.
beside his wife.
And whereas the
said
Roland
H.
The Juniper cemetery ladies’ aid Jordan has since deceased and the un1
dersigned was on the seventh day of
held its annual meeting with Mrs.
March. 1917.
adminappointed
Matilda
Nov.
and istrator of theduly
Sargent
11,
estate of said Roland H.
elected the following officers:
Presi- Jordan: and whereas the condition of
dent, Mrs. Hattie Cook: vice-presi- said mortgage has been and now rebroken.
! mains
now.
therefore.
by
dent. Mrs. Minnie Saunders;
secrereason of the breach of the condition
tary and treasurer. Mrs. Helen Fox. thereof. I claim a foreclosure of said
in
behalf
of
The next meeting will be held Nov.
said
estate.
mortgage
HARVEY H. JORDAN, administrator
26. with Mrs. Martha Brooks.
of the estate of Roland H. Jordan.
-oDated this fifteenth day of NovemHIGH SCHOOL NOTES.
ber. 1920. at Waltham. Maine.
an

acute

attack

To

of

The senior class appreciates the
kindne^ of the school orchestra, under the direction of Alfred Morang,
for playing at the class play.

The arrangements for the We-HiKa club minstrel show are complete,'
and the program promises to be an
exceptionally fine one. The chorus
and soloists, under the direction of
Miss Erva L. Giles, are composed exclusively of girls, and many novelties
will
be
introduced.
Home-made
candy will be on sale. The club will
use the proceeds to support its various activities, the surplus at the end
of the year going to the high school
fund.
When the plans were formulated six weeks ago, it was decided
that, on account of the various
school
events
which
take
place
through the year, the We-Hi-Ka girls
would do their part toward keeping
down the high cost of living by
charging the very reasonable price of
2S and 29 cents.
Thus the public
will be getting a first-class entertainment at pre-war prices.
-o-

R<‘<1 Cross County Nurse.
Miss Vivien Hoyt of
Springfield.
Mass., has been appointed director of
health
public
nursing in Hancock
county to succeed Miss Higgins, who
has been county nurse since June.
Miss Hoyt arrived at
Bar
Harbor
Monday, and is making a general
tour of Jhe county with Miss Higgins
to get acquainted with
the
local
situation.
Miss Higgins will continue work in
this section, but with a wider and
more
difficult field—the islands of
the coast from Jonesport to Seguin.
She will work largely in conjunction
with the seacoast mission, making
her trips on the mission yacht Sunbeam.

STATE

OF

Ij

j

TCTtAKE

ORDERS
neighbors for the
genuine guaranteed hosiery, full line
for men, women and children.
Eliminates darning.
We
75c an hour
pay
spare time, or $36 a week for full time.
Experience unnecessary. Write International Stocking
Mills,
Norristown.
Pa.
INSURANCE.
THE FRATERNITIES—Pays for one
clay for loss of time caused by sickness. accident or quarantine.
Agents
both sexes in every town and city.
$5
to $10 per day.
Work at home.
Experience not necessary.
Men. women
and children insured.
Manager wanted
in several counties in the State.
Address. The Fraternities, .Richmond,Me.

FEMALE

HELP

WANTED.

WOMEN
AND
GIRLS
WANTED
kind
of
daily year around for all
hotel work; also cooks
for
reliable
hotels
Girls for nice private families
and
housekeepers. Apply to Maine
Hotel Agency, 47 Main St., Bangor. Me.

FOR
THE

HALE OR RENT.

EMERY

HOUSE

ON

STATE

There Is a Drought.
street, lully furnished; electric lights,
hath and modern conveniences.
Apply
When in need of rain in Germany, I to Frank R. Moore.
Ellsworth.
farmers get out a complicated device
A number
and sprinkle the ground.
NOTICE.
©f sprinklers attached to one long
This is to notify
I dissolved
that
A
with
the firm of Sprague &
a
field.
across
partnership
are
drawn
feed-pipe
Thompson on Nov. 1, 1920, and will pay
so
water
and
with
them
pump supplies
no bills contracted
firm
under
said
name after that date.
a whole field may be watered at the
KENDALL K. THOMPSON.
H*~P.
mr>n

Register.

Harbor. Maine. November 4. 1920.
MARION F. BREADEAW.

SHERIFF’S 8A1.E.
STATE Or MAINE.
HANCOCK as.
Taken
on
this seventeenth day of
November 4. 1920.
November A. D. 1920 upon an execution
Subscribed and sworn to before me.
dated
November 5 A. D. 1920
issued
David O. Rodick.
Notary Public. on a judgment rendered by the supreme judicial court for said County of
Hancock at the term of said court beHANCOCK ss
ST^TE OF MAINE.
gun and held at Ellsworth within and
Supreme Judicial Court.
for said county on the second Tuesday
In Vacation.
of October A. D. 1920. which said judgEllsworth. Nov. 0, A. D. 1920.
Ordered; ment was so rendered October 21 A. D.
Upon the foregoing libel
That the libellant give notice to the 1920, in which judgment and execution
inhabitants
of
the
town
of
said libellee to apear before the Jus- the
in
tice of our Supreme Judicial Court, Tremont. a municipal
corporation
to be holden at Ellsworth, within and said county and State, is creditor and
for the County of Hancock, on the Louisa M. Heath of said Tremont is
fourth Tuesday of April. A. D. 1921. by debtor, anal which execution in favor of
of
the
of
inhabitants
town
anattested copy of said •li- said
bel
and
this
order
thereon,
three Tremont and against said Louisa M.
weeks successively in the Ellsworth Heath for the sum of ninety-two dolAmerican, a newspaper printed in Ells- lars and eight cents, debt or damage,
worth in our county of Hancock, the and eleven dollars and two cents, cost
last publication to be thirty days at oi suit, (together with fifteen cents
least prior to the fourth Tuesday of more for said
execution
runs
writ),
estate
of
April next, that he may there and against the goods and
then in our said Court appear and said Louisa M. Heath;
the
following
answer to said libel.
real estate as the property
of
said
DUE RE B DEASY,
Louisa M. Heath
and
of
Fred
AY.
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
J. Heath
Julian
and
Heath,
Victor
A true copy of the libel and order of
Heath, remaining heirs at law owning
court thereon.
undivided shares
in
the
estate
of
F. MAHONEY. Clerk.
William VV. A. Heath,
of
late
said
Tremont. deceased, intesta'.e.
To
wit:
s
a
n ur
111 i-..
A certain lot or parcel of land situHANCOCK 86.
ated in Baid town of Tremont known as
At a probate court held at Ellsworth,
the homestead farm of the said late
in and for said county of Hancock, on
William W. A. Heath, and particularly
the
ninth day
of November
in
the
bounded ana
described
as
follows:
year of our Lord one thousand nine
Bounded on the north in part by lot
hundred
and
twenty,
being an ad- No. 17. according to the original Salem
journed session of the November A. D. Towne plan, and in part by lot No. 16
1920 term of said court.
according to said plan: on the w'est by
A certain instrument purporting to sa.d lot No.
16, and elsewhere bounded
be a copy of the last will and testament
by the sea and by ,the outlet of
of
C.
late
ofPittsFrick,
Henry
Seal
Cove
pond, so called. Exceptburg. commonwealth of Pennsylvania, ing and reserving therefrom the rights
deceased, and of the probate thereof in of the
in
and
to public
public
ways
said commonwealth
of Pennsylvania,
crossing said premises, and excepting
duly authenticated, having been pre- and reserving also sundry small lots
sented to the judge of probate for our heretofore sold and
conveyed by eaid
said County of Hancock, for the purWilliam W. A. Heath in his lifetime
filed
allowed,
and repose of being
deeds duly appearing of record in
by
corded in the probate court in our said ; the
registry of deeds for said Hancock
County of Hancock, by John A. Peters 1 county. And 1 shall at public auction
of Ellsworth, in said county, who al- I sale at the office of Hale &
Hamlin in
leges In his petition that he is a said Ellsworth, on Friday, the sevencreditor of said estate and praying that
teenth day of December A- D. 1920 at
letters of administration with the will
11 o’clock in the forenoon to satisfy
annexed be issued to William E. Whitsaid execution and incidental charges,
ing of Ellsworth, aforesaid or to some sell said real estate taken on execution
other suitable person.
as aforesaid and all the right, title and
ORDERED. That notice thereof be
interest which
the
said
Louisa M.
to all persons interested thereW.
J.
Heath. Fred
Heath, Julian
n by
publishing a copy of this or- Heath and Victor Heath, heirs at
der three weeks successively in The
law
of
said
William
W.
A.
Ellsworth
American.
a
newspaper
Heath have in and
to the
or
same,
printed at Ellsworth, in said County of had on the twelfth day of
April A. D.
Hancock, prior to the twenty-sixth 1920 at seven hours and
minutes
thirty
of
A.
D.
day*
November,
of the clock in the forenoon tthe time
that
1920,
they
may
appear
when the same was attached on the
at a Probate Court then to be held at
the action in which the
Ellsworth, in and for said County of original writ in which
said
execution
judgment upon
Hancock, at ten o’clock in the foreissued
was rendered).
and show cause, if any they
noon,
WARD W. WESCOTT.
have, against the same
Sheriff of said County of Hancock.
BERTRAND E. CLARK.
fudge of Probate. To ail persons Interested in either of
A true copy.
the estates hereinafter named:
Attest:
ROBERT P. KING.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth
Register.
in and for the county of Hancock, on
STATE OF MAINE.
the sixteenth day of November, in the
Treasurer’s Office
year of our Lord one thousand
nine
Augusta. Maine. Nov. 8. 1920
hundred and twenty .and by adjournPursuant to chapter 10. section 46.
ment
from
the
third
day of said
of the Revised Statutes. I will sell and
D.
November A.
1920
term of said
convey by deed to the highest bidder,
court.
The
matters havfollowing
at
the Treasurer of State’s Office at
been presented for the action thereing
Augusta, on the thirtieth day of November next, at 2 o’clock p. m., all the < upon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby
intrest of the State in the tracts of
ORDERED. That noMce thcaof be
land hereinafter described, lying in ungiven l*> all persons intereSLed, by
causing a copy of this order to be pubincorporated townships, said
tracts
having been forfeited \.o the State for lished three weeks successively in The
Ellsworth American, a newspaper pubnon-payment of State, county and forlished at Ellsw'orth in said countv.
estry district taxes, certified to the
mat tney may appear at a probate court
Treasurer of the State for the year
to be held at Ellsworth on the seventh
1918.
The sale and conveyance of each
day of December. A. D. 1910, at ten of
tract will be made subject to a right
the clock in the forenoon, and be heard
in the owner or part owner whose
rights have been forfeited, to redeem thereon if they see cause.
the same at any time within one year
Henry Whitmore, late of Verona, in
after the sale, by paying or tendering said county, deceased.
A certain
into the purchaser his portion of what
strument purporting to be the last will
the purchaser paid therefor at the sale,
and tesiaim-nt of sattl
deceased
towith interest at the rate of twenty per gether with petition tot
probate therecent. p**r annum from the time of the
of and for the appointment of the
sale, and one dollar for release, or such
executor without
bond,
giving
preowner may redeem his interest by paysented
Charles
by
the
Whitmore,
ing ^as aforesaid to the Treasurer of executor therein named.
State as provided in chapter 10. secFred Dunbar, late of Penobscot, In
tion 46. or the Revised Statutes.
said county, deceased.
A certain inNo tract, however, will be sold at a
strument purporting to be the last will
price less than the full amount due and testament of said deceased, tothereon for such unpaid State, county
with
gether
petition for probate thereand
forestry district taxes, interest of and for the appointment of the exand costs, as described in the following
ecutrijuwithout giving bond, presented
schedule:
by Gladys B. Dunbar, the executrix
HANCOCK COUNTY.
therein named.
Annie I. Gardner, late of Castine.
unp'd Amt in said county, deceased. A certain inT. No. 8. SOUTH DIVISION
strument purporting to be the last will
and testament of said deceased, to(formerly P!antationNo.8 i.
part of. being a lot of land
gether with petition for probate therein the west part of said
of and for the appointment of the extownship, bounded as folecutrix without giving bond, presented
lows: On the south by land
Alice
B.
by
Coombs
the
executrix
said to be owned by Whittherein named.
comb. Hayrn-s & Whitnev;
Due ill us A. Emery, late of Ellsworth,
on the wetet by land said
in said county, deceased.
A certain into
be owned by William
strument purporting to be the last will
H. Rankin; northerly by
and testament of said deceased, tothe Waltham road; eastergether with petition for probate therely by land said to be owned
of and for the appointment of the exby H. C. Fletcher and l>y
ecutrix without giving bond, presented
land said to be owned by
by Anne C. E. Allinson. one of the exWhitcomb & Haynes.
Said
ecutors named in said will.
Henry
described land is reputed
Crosby
Emery, the other executor
to be owned by L.Z Fletchnamed in said will, having declined
er. and contains fifty-four
the appointment.
acres,
more or less.
(54)
George A. Springer, late of Hancock,
AH
$4.91 ni said county, deceased. Petition
that
JOSEPH W.
Edwin S. Springer or some other suitTreasurer of State. able person be
appointed administrator
of
the estate of said deceased, presented by Ida E. Springer, sister of
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
said deceased.
Ella M. Thurston, late of Sedgwick.
ALICE H. SCOTT,
county deceased. Petition that
Specialty made of
John
or some other suitable
ACCOUNTING AND personThurston
be appointed administrator of
GENBRAL CLERICAL WORK
the
estate
of said deceased, presented
Agent Union Safe Deposit & Trust Cc.
John Thurston one of the heirs-atrGan(h fo*1
furnishing Probate by
law of said deceased.
and Surety Bonds.
Agent Oliver TypeArthur M. Higgins late of Bar Harwriter.
Typewriter supplies.
bor in said county deceased.
No. 1 School St.. Ellsworth. Me.
Petltition that Angus M. MacDonald or some
other suitable person be appointed adCAUTION NOTICE.
ministrator of the estate of said deAs my wife. Hazel M. Archer, has left ceased.
presented by Bessie H. Marmy bed and board, I forbid anyone conshall, heir-at-law of said deceased.
tracting with her at my expense, for I.
Arthur M. Higgins late of Bar HarQranvifle C.
bor
Archer, shall not be
in said county deceased.
Petitiresponsible for any contract that she
tion that Fred A. Higgins or some
contracts after this date.
other suitable person be appoirted adC.T> \ V"VTT
r< f,
A T>pTTCP
ministrator of th^
of s*DA d->•»
v
*
<:-eState of Maine.
Hancock ss.

publishing

MAINE.

j

Register.

j

NOTICES.

rbe

MEN OR WOMEN
among, friends and

name.

Bar

AGENTS WANTED.
INTO BUSINESS—WATKINS 137
products sell to every farmer. If you
own auto or team, can give bond, write
to-day for information where you can
get territory for selling
products of
largest institution of kind in world.
Twenty million users. J. R. Watkins
Co.. Dept. Ill, Winona. Minn.

GET

big quick profit from cows and 900
cords pulp bringing up to $26 per cord,

market two miles distant and 650 cords
hard wood selling $12 market. 50,000 ft.
twenty-one.
'Marion F. Bredeaw respectfully litimber, big level fields, good cultivabels and gives this honorable court to
tion; 20-cow pasture.
100
bbl.
apple
be informed:
orchard, school *4 mile; warm
8-room
First. That she. the libelant, is the house sight village, good 64 ft. barn,
wife of
Jogeph Austin Bredeaw. having poultry house, shops, etc. Other inbeen lawfully married to said Joseph j terests force owner sell.
Includes pair
Austin Bredeaw at Jacquet River. Res- I horses. 5 cows 1 bull. 1 heifer, complete
tigouch county. Canada, by Father farming equipment. 50 bu. potatoes, 60
Lamberd on February fifteenth, ninebu. oats. 15 tons hay.
10
cords
dry
teen hundred and ten. and that your w*ood, *tc.
$5,000 takes all; part cash,
libelant’s maiden name was Marion , balance easy terms.
Further details
Furlotte.
| supplied on request by W. H. Smith.
Second. Your libelant further avers Newport, Maine.
that she lived and cohabited with said
STATE OF MAINbT
libelee as his wife from the date of
said
intermarriage to February fif- HANCOCK ss
At
a
teenth. nineteen hundred and eleven,
probate court held at Ellsand that your libelant has ever deworth, in and for said County of Hanmeaned herself toward her said huscock, on the third day of November,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
band as a true and faithful wife.
nine hundred and twenty.
on or about the fifteenth
A certain instrument purporting to
day of February. 1911. the libelee utterly deserted your libelant, and that be a copy of the last will and testasaid
has
utter
desertion
continued ment of Cora F. Barnes, late of New
from said date to the date of the filing
York, in the county of New York, and
of this libel, a period of more than
state of New York, deceased, and of
three consecutive years next prior to the probate thereof in said state of New
the filing of this libel; and that your
York, duly authenticated, having been
libelant has never since the date of presented to the judge of probate for
said
seen,
communicated
desertion,
our -said County of Hancock
for the
with, or heard from said libelee, and purpose of being allowed, filed and rethat the present address of said libelee corded in the probate court of our said
is unknown to your libelant and cannt>t County of Hancock.
be ascertained by your libelant by reaOrdered.
That
notice
thereof
be
sonable diligence, and thpt your libel- given to all persons Interested
therein,
ant has never since said desertion rea copy of this order three
by
publishing
ceived any support from said libelee.
weeks successively In the Ellsw'orth
Fourth. Your libelant further avers American,
a newspaper printed at Ellsthat she has lived in the State of Maine
worth. in said County of Hancock, prior
In good faith for one year prior to
the
to
seventh
day of
December.
of
this
to
for
wit.
filing
libel,
eight
A. D. 1920, that they may appear at a
years; and your libelant further avers
that there is no collusion between her probate court then to be held at Ellsand the said libelee to procure a di- worth. in and for said County of Han*
vorce.
| cock, at ten o’clock In the forenoon,
Wherefore your libelant, by reason and show cause, if any they have,
against the sa7ne.
of said utter desertion, prays that t
bonds of matrimony existing between
BERTRAND E. CLARK.
her. your libelant, and the said JosephJudge of Probate
Austin Bredeaw. the libelee, may »*•
A true copy.
dissolved by divorce, and that your liAttest:
ROBERT P. KINO,
belant be allowed to assume her maiden

and'STRAW. 'APPLY

pressed'

With
■

ThlrA^That

HANCOCK ss.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth
i In and for saiu County of Hancock on j
the third day
of
November, in the
year of our Lord one thousand nine|
hundred and twenty.
A
certain
instrument
purporting 1
to
he
a
of
the
last
will
copy
and testament of Sarah
J.
Hayward
late of Newton, in the county of Middlesex. and commonwealth
of Massaand
deceased.
of
the
; chusetts.
probate thereof in §aid commonwealth
of Massachusetts, duly
authenticated,
having been presented to the judge of
probate for our said County of Hancock for the purpose of being allowed,
filed and recorded in the probate court I
of our said County of Hancock, and for
letters testamentary to issue to Fred
R. Hayward, the executor named in
said will.
Ordered.
That
notice
thereof
be
given to ail persons Interested therein,
by publishing a copy of this order
three weeks successively in the Ells- j
worth American, a newspaper printed
it Ellsworth, in said County of Hancock, prior to the seventh day of Decem- j
ber. A. D. 1920. that they may appear
at a Probate Court then to be held at
Ellsworth. In and for said County of
Hancock, at ten o’clock In the foreand show cause, if any they \
noon.
have, against the same.
BERTRAND E. CLARK.
Judge of Probate.
A true copy.
Attest:
ROBERT P KING.

SPECIAL

Quick Profit Farm 220 Acre*, Equipped

the

Creme

•notice of foreclosure.
Whereas Silvy and Linnehan. Inc., a
corporation organized and existing under the laws of the Stat of Maine, and
having its principal place of business
! at Ellsworth. Hancock county. Maine,
by its mortgage deed dated November
1. 1919. and
recorded
in the Hancock
registry of deeds, in book 546. page 548.
conveyed to me the undersigned a
certain lot or parcel of land situated in
said Ellsworth and bounded as follows:
Rounded northerly by Main street, socalled; east by lots formerly of Mrs. !
Fanny Saunders. Mrs. Susan W. Cushman and Patrick Bresnahan.
formerly
of Elijah L. M. Allen, the Saunders lot
now being owned by J. A. Thompson
WANTED.
and the Cushman lot by said Patrick
Bresnahan; south by land now owned
MIDDLE-AGED WOMAN FOR GENand occupied by heirs of Henry Davis,
eral
houBework.
Good
pay.
Joseph formerly by heirs of Theodore Jones:
Brown. High street. Ellsworth.
west by land formerly by one Eddy
now of Mrs. Grace Eldridge'. and before
Eddy of John G. Deane, and of B. J.
Tinker or Samuel Beckwith, together
FOR SALE.
with all buildings thereof.
Being the
same
premises
conveyed to Henrv
HAY
( Whiting and Samuel K. Whiting, both’
to P. J. Phillips. Ellsworth Me.
I late of Ellsworth, deceased, by Samuel
Hadlock by deed dated January 1, 1848.
RED AND GREEN ASBESTOS SHINand recorded in the Hancock* registry
sizes. 1
gles; windows of all
regular
of
deeds in book 82. page 475.
And
Frank R. Moore, Ellsworth. Me.
whereas the condition of said mortH<)lT.SE CHEAP, WEIGHING ABOUT gage has been broken, now. therefore,
1050 pounds.
W.
E.
Brann.
Central
by reason of the breach of condition
thereof. I claim a foreclosure of said
street. Ellsworth.
mortgage and give this notice for that
HOUSE AND LOT IN ELLSWORTH1
purpose.
for sale or to let; very reasonable
A. C. HAGERTHY.
terms.
Harry L. Crabtree.
Ellsworth. Me., October 14, 1920.

bunk.

When

STATE OF MAINE.
Honorable Justice of the SuJudicial Court next to be
olden at Ellsworth. Hancock county. State of Maine, on the fourth
Tuesday of April, in the year of our
Lor;d one thousand nine hundred and

“Cold In the Head”

Is

Most
Appreciated Christmas
I*resent You Can Give.
Everyone likes music—why not give
OKeh
phonograph records for Xmas.
They are a never-ending source of enjoyment.
It’s so easy to drop a postal for complete catalogue of the wonderful new

OKeh records,
make
selection,
your
send your order, records delivered to
your door postpaid—your Xmas shopping is over.
All OKeh records are ten inch double
disc and sell for $1.00 each. Latest song
and dance hits, all the old favorites. !
something to please everyone. Better
send
before the Xmas
rush !
starts.
We 11 tell you all about our direct by mail service and free monthly
j
bulletin of new records.
A full sized package
of wonderful ;
new needles free with your first order.
MUSICAL PRODUCT* CO.
14211 Berkeley St.,
Bouton, Mann.

to-day

$1000 Cash Secures Rich 175-acre
Farm
The pood 9-room house on this farm
has cellar for 3000 bu. potatoes and
level fields, easily worked by machin- ;
ery. will more than fill it; in addition
big crops sweet corn. hay. grain, etc.; j
brook-watered pasture and big valuable wood lot; apple orchard produced 75
barrels last year; near improved road,
short drive RR business town, village
near;
good
shed.
barn.
basement,
stable, ice house, poultry house, etc.;
owner unable to care for it makes low
price. $3,333. only $1,000 cash, balance
For complete description
«-asy terms.
address W. H. Smith, Newport, Maine.

_Attest:—T.

friven

___

SIMPSON./

TYPEjyRIT:NG

TvSaid

«

_

havTng

PAl'PER NOTICE.
CONTRACTED with

city of Ellsworth to support and
for

the
cars

those who may need assistance
curing five years beginning Jan. 1.
1920. and are legal residents of Ellsworth.
I forbid all persons trusting
them on my account, as there is plenty
of room and accommodations to care
for them at the Citv Furm h«n«#
\f

t;

»

r»

«

~

]

said''cho‘imt,>!,"de,k"aied' °P«ff£101'<
oth'iilon

Geo. V\. millnBB or
some
person be appointed
«•; estate of said

thm

adtmnlVi ,ult»bU

deceaiPa tra"»- of
h°nd' P^ented
by A,7l,h'm
B Mini.
lliv
a„aon of said deceases'1 M.

W llliatn G.
Robbins, late or
>" ‘“Id
county
Ha'that Sherman
\V.
Robbins'
other suitable person
be
.?or-1'
mlnlstrator of the
adceased, presented by
bine, son of said
Rob
deceased
Harisn
p.
Mason, late
\r
Desert. In said county dec.of Motm
tltioni that Ella E.
Maaon
suitable person he appointed
trator of the estate of
said
without giving bond,
E. Mason, widow or presented
said
I-ouin- A, Holt, late
of
said county, deceased
p»ii,. van- in
if A Holt or some
son be appointed
administrator .Perestate of said deceased
!he
bond, presented bv H
*
A'
Ho,t' &»«•
band of said deceased.
Clara I* H. Thomas late of r>.
in said county, deceased.
count of Clarence I’roctor
ac-

^
5r
PetlUoc
annoFiTt

deceaStS

estate^*5'??

Hhertnai

ok, ^'1' p"
™a °.thei
,?dm'»ls7ea4ed

de'TLTkElla

SuM*?othersultihu tha“
wlthoSt

Winthrop Gordon ^omaa
filed for settlement.

Secoli“d'hlil'
ri£vonti
2S?f»and
eXecutors,

'•Abbie A. Coolidae, late of
In said county, deceased.
final account of Harry L.
ard
mlnlstrator. filed for-settlement 6, aU‘
Angelia T. Hamor, late
u
bor. in said county, deceased
and final account of Calvert
administrator, tiled Tor
Julia Landers late of Bar
said county, deceased,
“
Final
of Vernon G. Wasgatt.
tiled for settlement
““mlnlstrator.
Thomas H. Landers, late of Bar
bor. In said county, deceased
account ol Vernon G.
Wasratt
tstrator filed for settlement' dmin'
David Brown, late of
Dedham
said county, deceased.
First
account of William J. Brown
Inc executor, filed for
settlement
Virginia D. Austin, late
of
In said county, deceased.
final account of Alice H.
istratrlx de bonis non
1
annexed, filed for settlement
>>'ancv Sawyer, late of Bar
Harbor
In said county, deceased.
First
final account of Phebe S. Rod irk
mlnlstratrlx. filed for settlement *d’
Cora Estella Nladdocks. lat.- of
Ell.
worth. In said county, deceased
account of Ralph L. Maddocks
Istrator filed for settlement
Addison W. Marks, late of Orland •
said county, deceased.
Firm
of Russell E. Gray, surviving
admints
nu
trator. filed for settlement
Sarah M. Brewster, lat. „t
Orland
in said county, deceased
First and
final account of Walter L. Hr- „,t„
administrator, filed for settleme nt
Gideon L. Joy. late of Hancock In
said county
deceased. Third m ount
of Alice H. Scott, trustee, for the bene
fit of Burney Joy. filed for
settlement
Gideon L. Joy. late of Han.
j, in
said county, deceased.
Third and firm
account or Alice H. Scott tr :st
the benefit of Hewey Joy„ filed for
tlement.

fpiS?0inej

Crshttl1

offfi

Sar*
®Jd'HamrSt
settlem,.o?Inor

H*Xv

admlnl»?~.“nt

pfSE

..ij,"1

n?i 'f

,«J«al

li.
Third ink

Scott adnfm*

wRhtlfewm
a?

Fir!-'

i*.
tanoi
ouy.
Hancock
in
said county, deceased.
Third a *..u
of Alice H. Scott, trustee, for the benefit of Mary C. Butler, filed for s-itl*ment.
Caroline Ft Coombs, a minor of Winter Harbor. In said countv
First a
count of Mary E. Joy. guardian, flltd
for settlement.
William O. Straw, late of Castln- in
said county, deceased.
Petition filed
by Henry M. Hall, administrator, for
license to sell certain real estate of
said deceased, situated in said Casting
and more fully described in said portion.
Jessie May Smith, a minor of Bucksin said county.
Petition filed bv
port,
William H. Smith, guardian, for license
to sell certain real estate of said >i.;n<•situated in said Burksport and more
fully described in said petition.
Charles Blance. late of Gould*boro
In said county deceased.
Petition filed
by George C. Blance. administrator for
license to sell certain real estate of
said deceased, situated In said Gouldst»oro. and more fully described in said

petition.

Henrietta Baker Smith, late of Bar
Harbor. In said county deceased. First
and final account of Henry M. Smith,
administrator filed for settlement.
Ruel R. Dority. late of Sedgwick,
in said county, deceased.
Second and
final account of Herbert S. Dority. administrator. filed for settlement
Richard G. Park, late of West Goshen.
Pennsylvania, deceased. Petition filed
by Richard G. Park. Jr., and The 1'nion
Trust Company of Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania. trustees, for license to sell
certain real estate of said deceased, situated in Winter Harbor. County of
Hancock. State of Maine, and more
fully described in said petition
William O. Emery, late of Sullivan,
in said county, deceased.
Petition filed
by Elizabeth H. Emery, widow, for an
allowance out of the personal estate
of said deceased.
Louise J. Backus, late of Ellsworth,
in said county, deceased.
Petition flird
last
by Mary A. Clark, executrix "f t
will and testament of said deceased,
that the amount of the Inheritance tax
on the estate of said deceased be determined by the Judge of Probate.
Nancy M. Irish, late of Castine. in
said county, deceased.
Petition fil<-d
by Edward B. West, administrator of
the estate of said deceased, that the
<

estate of said deceased be determined
by the Judge of Probate.
Martin P. Gilpa trick, late of Milwaukee. state of Wisconsin, deceased. Petition filed by Roscoe T. Holt, administrator with the will annexed, that t
state
amount of the inheritance on th«
of said deceased be determined by the
Judge of Probate.
Merwln White, late of Providence.
Rhode Island deceased.
Petition filed
by Frank W. Matteson. executor, that
the amount of the inheritance tax on
the estate of said deceased be determined by the Judge of Probate.
William Wurts White, iate of Providence. Rhone Island, deceased
P’l'j*
tion filed by Ernest T. H. Metcalf. Muliam S. Innis and Janet Innls M hite.
inthe
of
amount
executors, that the
heritance tax on the estate of said deceased be determined by the Judge oi
Probate.
Richard G. Park, late of West Goshen.
Pennsylvania, deceased. Petition1 filed
by Richard G. Park. jr.. iwid The nion
Trust Company of Pittsburgh, executors of the last will and testament or
said deceased, that the amount of tne
inheritance lax on the estate of
dec-eased be determined by the Judge
of Probate.
Herbert Jaques. late of Brookline.
Petition filed
Massachusetts, deceased.
by Henry P. Jaques. Harriet S. Jaquvand John M. Merriam praying that tne
appointment of said petitioners namw
as trustees in the last will and testament of said deceased, be confirmed t>.
said Court.
William H. Stevens, late of Gould?”el1'
boro, in said cotinty. deceased.
tion filed by William F. Brin e, admindeceases
said
istrator of the estate of
that an order be issued to distribute
deamong the heirs-at-law of said tne
ceased. the amount remaining in
hands of said administrator on the settlement of his final account.
in
Mary C. Rally, late of Bar Harbor,
Petition tnai
said county, deceased.
C.
other
Fred
White or some
8'*ltat>**
oi
person be appointed administrator
the estate of said deceased. presents'*
aesaid
of
by Rena White, a daughter
«

sj11”

.Malde”-

Clara J. Brimmer, late of
Petition tna
Massachusetts, deceased.
Frederic C. Kingman or some otne
suitable person be appointed adnimis
trator of the estate of said deeeaseu.
presented
by Frederic C. Kingman,
brother and heir-at-law of said deceased.
Lewis A. Roberts, late of Bosto

Massachusetts, deceased. Petition m
by William P. Everts, administrator
a*
d. b. n. c. t. a. of the estate of said
ceased, praying that the penal sum
his bond filed in this Court as said au
ministrator d. b. n. c. t. a. be reave
from forty thousand dollars to twtni>
five hundred dollars.
.#
Witness. Bertrand E. Clark. Jud*
said court at Ellsworth this
0f
the
in
November
day of
nine hunar
our Lord one thousand
and twenty.
ROBERT P.

KING.gister

A

true copy.
ApritttrpT

P
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fatal accident.

£11,.north Hoy the Victim
‘•I'nloaded" Gun.

FARMERS’ UNION.
of

an

Formed— I omplete List of Awards
at Last
Open Store 1„ Ellsworth.
Week's County Exhibition.
whictl
has
been goFollowing is a complete list of the
a,gitatlon
for some

in* on
on
ing

time in favor of q
llnion’ has come to a
head

A»n?hr8 meetlnK

ofGreen

Mountain

POTATOES
Green Mountain—1, F. L.
Savage.
Potato Hill Farm; 2, L. H. Phillips
North Ellsworth; 3, Harold
Archer,
sFred Milliken, H. S. Ellsworth.
Special. H. S. Dunbar &
llarles
Smith,
!
Joseph Son, Bluehill, H. G. Russell, Salis1
Davis’
Jerome bury Cove.
Floyd
was elected preslj rti°yd’ MMrAstonishers—1, F. L. Savage.
Mllllken’ vice-president,
Black Chenango—1, Joy
1 and Mr
Saunders,
es
Bluehill.
secretary-treasurer.
I
Thd
8
a
merely
1
orpreliminary
Scotch—1,
Merrill Turner, North
I,
! sanizatton, to get the union started. Bluehill.
1
meeting has been called to
Moon—1, Merrill Turner,
he8heiHra*
H;i'f Bluehill.
“*
hall, Wednesday, xr
North
yec- ,• Ht 10 a, m.. when a new
Early Six Weeks—1, D. L. Emertlirectors and oncers will be ton. North Bluehill.
X’ F- «. Phillips,
The union, to be known
x- ^'L?086-North
as the
Ellsworth.
Farmers’ Union.
D.
Bovine—1.
L. Emerton, North
C.?U,"ty at $10,000, with Bluehill.
: will be capitalized
shtu-es at $10 each. The
small de- Spaulding Rose—1, Mrs. Emma Dalnomination o fshares is with the ob- quist, North
Bluehill.
ject of having them as
widely distriHarmony Beauty—1, D. L Emerbuted as

Wednesday,'^Treirminm/mganUaRemfck

1 Deechel1cl Hf“eock
chosen°f
wfnChnk

possible.
The union was
staited with forty
stockholders, and
the promise of
financial and moral
| support from all over the county.
! The sale of shares will not be con; filled to farmers, and there are ad[ vantages of holding stock in the
union which will be explained
later
The union
will establish
headin
Ellsworth, with a store
! juorters
I for the marketing of produce and
general groceries.
It will also serve
I
the farmers as a source
for buying
grains
and
supplies of all kinds, and
I in
the shipment of potatoes,
pork, apples, and other produce to Boston
and other markets.
Often a farmer
w ho cannot fill a
car has produce he
could sell to advantage in this
way
ami the tinipn. by handling several
such lots, can make up a carload.
| Already the union
has looked at
several desirable buildings for store
I and warehouse, but
nothing definite
| in this line will be done until after
the general meeting.
Frank Adams, of the Bureau of
!
Markets, was present at the Pomoga
grange meeting when the preliminary organization was formed,
and
gave much information and valuable
assistance.
The farmers of
Hancock county
have long felt the’need of an organization for Ahe buying of grains and
supplies and the marketing of produce.
It in hoped by the promotors
of this organization that it will receive the moral and financial support
of all in the section served.
"Give it
a boost, not a slam," is the
way they
! put It.
(t is hoped that there will be a
; lapge attendance at th^ meeting at
I Hancock hall. December 1 at 10 a. m.
"Come yourself, and tell your friends
j and neighbors." Is the word sent out
by the organizers.

j

family.
-n-

West Gouldsboro.
Mrs. Sarah Coughlin of Michigan
was a recent guest of Mrs. Elizabeth
Hammond.
Mrs. N. I. W. Wooster left Saturday for Calais to visit her daughter.
Mrs. William Gardner.
Henry Stevens of Everett, Mass.,
recently called on friends and relatives here.
The dance held Friday evening
under the management of the crew
of N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co. men at work
Ellsworth Folks in California.
in this section, was a decided success,
At the pretty new home of their
clearing about $26. The crew added daughter, Mrs. Charles F. Whiteenough to make $31. which was pre- head. 1626 Broadway, Alameda. Cal..
sented to Mrs. Nett. Begen.
The vil- I Mr. and Mrs.
Myron Granville Curtis
lage people are very grateful to the c. lebrated their forty-fifth wedding
men for the kindness shown.
anniversary on Sunday, Nov. 7. The
Mrs. Annie J. Sargent, who has
celebration took the form of a fambeen visiting in Bangor and Trenton,
ily dinner, at which were present P.
returned home Monday.
H. Curtis of San Francisco. Samuel
Mrs. Jessie Bragdon of East Sulli- II. Curtis of
Alameda, (brother of
van
visited her sister. Mrs. Abby Mr. Curtlsi with their
wives, Mrs.
Taft, last week.
Grant Hodgkins, sister of Mr. Curtis,
At the home of F. P. Noyes on
her
husband
and
daughter.
Saturday evening. Nov. 13. at 7.30 (With
Miss Esther Hodgkins of Alameda
o'clock. Miss Dorothy M. Noyes of ;.nd Mr. and
Mrs.Charles F. WhiteWest Gouldsboro and Roy L. McGee
head and their daughter, little Miss
of Mexico. Mo., were married by
Elizabeth, who has developed a fine
Rev. C. j. Ramsey of Winter Harbor, talent for
little specialties in dancing
the double-ring service being used.
and reading with which she often enThe ceremony was witnessed by the
tertains the Mothers' club and other
immediate family only. The bride
organizations.
was charmingly attired in white, and
The home was prettily decorated
carried bride roses.
The bride is a in pink and white, as was also the
graduate of Higgins classical insti- ,
dinner table.
Music, ooth vocal and
tute and also of the children’s hosof
instrumental, and reminiscences
pital of Portland, and the groom is other
filled
the evening.
days,
an ex-service man.
Immediately afMr. and Mrs. Curtis were married
ter the ceremony, a party led by
i in Surry, but lived for several years
Postmaster Edwin K. Merritt gave a in Ellsworth before moving to Medserenade.
The serenaders were in- ford. Mass., where for many years
vited into the house, and a pleasant
Mr. Curtis was
closely connected
evening was spent. Mr. and Mrs. with Medford’s city government.
McGee left Monday for Portland,
For the past few years
they have
where they will remain for the winmade their home in California.
ter.
They received many beautiful
-ogifts.
The best wishes of many
The One Absorbing Topic.
friends attend them.
The reason some people don’t talk
Nov. 15.
L.
more than they do Is that they can't
-oSubscribe for The American
think of anything to say about them$2.00 a year
selves.—Boston Transcript.
■

|

|

Ifyour digestion
doesn't assimilate
ordinary food, and
health requires

something

attract-

ive to taste and
to

awarded at the annual seed
show of the Hancock
County Farm
Bureau in Ellsworth November 9'
prizes

digest,try

GrapeNuts
the wheat and

food.

barley
“There's a Reason
Made

by

Postum Cereal Co, Inc, Battle Geek, Mich.

ton, North Bluehill.
Pride's Early—1, H. S. Dunbar &
Son, North Bluehill; 2. Mrs. Emma
Dalquist. North Bluehill
Irish Cobbler—l, Will C.
Paine,

Salisbury Cove; 2, George McLellan,
Lamoine.

Early
Dewdrop
1,
Charles
thompson, Lamoine; 2. George McLellan, Lamoine; 3, W. M. Salisbury
Salisbury Cove.
Quick Lunch— I, Mrs. Emma Dalquist, North Bluehill; 2, Joy Saunders. North BluehiH.
Dibble Russets—1, Horace
Estey,
Bayside; 2, Charles Thompson, Lamoine; 3. F. W. Bunker, Islesford.
Burbank—1, H. G. Russell, Salisbury Cove.
—

Copper—1, Irving

Closson,

side.

Salisbury

AUl—1,

1V1.

W.

Cove.

Bay-

Salisbury,

New York Queen—1, W. M. Salisbury Salisbury Cove.
Carman No. 1—1, W. M.
Salisbury, Salisbury Cove.
Dakota Red—1, H. G. Russell,
Salisbury Cove.
Bliss Triumph—1, E. D.
son, Mt. Desert.

Richard-

Early Queen—1. Harry M. Woods,
Trenton.
BEANS
White Kidney—1, C. S. Johnston,
Ellsworth; 2, W. M. Salisbury. Salis-

bury Cove.
King of the Early—1, Ray G
Gasper. Ellsworth.
Yellow Marrowfat
Merrill
1,
Turner. North Bluehill; 2, Willis
Paine. Salisbury Cove.
Sulphur—1, F. E. Round, Ells—

worth Falls.
Lowe's Champion
1, Merrill
Turner, North Bluehill.
Thompson Pride
1, Charles
Thompson, Lamoine.
1200 to 1—1,‘Julien Emery, Salisbury Cove.
Horticultural Wax—1, Mrs. Emma
Dalquist. North Bluehill.
Bountiful Green
Pod—1, Willis
Paine. Salisbury Cove.
Indian Chief—1. W. M. Salisbury,
Salisbury Cove.
Scotch
Pole
Beans—1, W. M.
Salisbury, Salisbury Cove.
Full Measure Beans—1, W. M.
Salisbury, Salisbury Cove.
Jacob Cattle (old-fashioned)—1,
D. L. Emerton, North Bluehill;
2,
Merrill Turner, North
Bluehill; 3,
Charles Thompson, Lamoine.
Jacob
Cattle
(improved)
1,
George P. Fogg. Salisbury Cove; 2,
b. L. Round, Ellsworth
Falls;
3,
Lester Howard,
Bayside; special!
Julien Emery, Salisbury Cove; Adelbert Gray, Salisbury Cove;
Irving
—

[Continued from Page 1.]
He saw over-seas
service
in
the
World war, and after the signing of
the armistice, took a short course at
the University of Paris, and did wqj-k
as an instructor
among the American
forces.
He has -had several years of
teaching experience, but for the past
few months has been engaged in
special educational work at Colby.
Mr. and Mrs. Shibles are expected
here the last of this week.
Alice
and
Edith
Adams
were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. .1. F. Cameron in Bangor over Armistice
day
and the week-end.
The Ellsworth festival chorus will
meet Monday evening at 7.45 with
Mrs. Grace Royal.
The new music
has arrived, and the chorus will organize and commence on the winter’s
work.
All members are earnestly
requested to be present.
The Red Cross roll-call campaign
is being organized locally
by the
chairman. C. L. Morang.
The solicitors will be out this week.
Anyone whom they fail to reach is requested to hand in or send his
membership fee to Miss Sibyl Fields,
at the store of Mr. Morang.
Ellsworth is beginning
to
talk I
basketball.
The town will be represented again this year by a strong
team with some of the best of last
season’s players in the line-up.
The
high school will also have a team in
the field.
The school team played it
first game at Franklin last Wednesday evening,
losing to Franklin
high by the score of 17-8.
Even a Ford is
not quite proof
against
collision
with
a
moose.
David Wilbur thinks he has a just
claim against tiie State for damages
by wild animals, because a moose deliberately jumped in front of his car
last Friday, and damaged the radiator so badly that a new
one
was
Mr. Wilbur’s brother-innecessary.
law, C. M. Gott of Ellsworth, was
driving the car at the time, and was
alone.
Coming
the
through
Waltham woods, he suddenly came
upon a moosejn the road.
He gave
the animal the right
of way,
and
sheered out .toward the ditch.
Evidently the moose did not know the
law of the road, or else was just
back from New Brunswick,
where
left is right and dry is wet, for the
moose filled up the whole road, and
jumped in front of the car. Result,
a collision.
The engine stalled, and
Mr. Gott had some hesitation about
out
to crank the car while
getting
the moose looked on.
But finally
the moose limped off into the woods,
and the little old Ford rambled right
along with the radiator out of commission.

!iayside.

—

—

Closson, Bayside.
Anchor Eye
Beans—1, Edward
Gray. Salisbury cove.
Unknown—1, Joy Saunders, North
Bluehill; 2, Merrill Turner, North
Bluehill

PEAS

Early Morn—1. D. L. Emerton,
North Bluehill; 2, S. S. Estey, Bayside.

Gradus—1, Charles C.
Penobscot.

Hodsdou,

Early Marrowfat—1, D. L. Emerton, North Bluehill.
OATS
xj.

xx.
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Misses Agnes A.
Bowden
and
Frances
L.
Closson
have
rented
rooms on
Hancock street, and will
do light housekeeping.
Miss Bowden is employed in the shoe factory
and Miss Closson is attending high
school.
Mrs. Abbie Smith, who is very ill
at the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Thomas Pinkham, is reported very
low.
Nov. 15.
C. A. C.

Ancient Chinese Art.
Attention has been called to a notable addition to the treasures of the
British museum, in the shape of a
colossal Chinese figure In wood. It is
from
sculptured
cleverly jointed
blocks, and represents a figure, in a
sitting posture, five feet, eight inches
in height. It is the first specimen of
its kind to be added to the national
collections In Great Britain; the date
Is thought to be from 1120 to 1270 A.
D. It is to be hoped that the interest
aroused will lead to further study of
this branch of art. It Is pointed out
by a writer in the Burlington Magazine of Art that in Cleveland, O., a
competent scholar In connection with
the museum Is sent to China to study
the art and collect suitable art treasures on its behalf.

Fine Plant of Sylvester

Destroyed.

Packing

Cultivating Edible Bamboo.
Japanese edible bamboo has
been successfully introduced into the
southern portion of the United States
by the department of agriculture. Several plantations are now established in
Georgia and Louisiana.
Popularization of the bamboo will furnish large
home-grown supplies of this useful
timber required by our manufacturing
industries. The giant grass grows a
foot a day, and its 50-foot stalk is
well adapted for making frames, furniThe

ture,

ladders,

trellises,

and

barrel

hoops. The new sprout is a delicious
vegetable and resembles asparagus in
flavor and in the manner of its preparation. There is an increasing demand in America for the bamboo timber, and also for the edible bamboo
shoot.
Been to Movie Show.
A recent night in an eastern city two
Must Have

policemen

saw a

man

swinging

a wom-

back and forth from the fourth
story window of a building while she
kept up a continuous screaming. They
rushed upstairs and into the room,
saved the woman and arrested the man.
But. they noticed that his eyes were
closed. At police headquarters a doctor who examined him said the man
was suffering from nightmare and was
If
not aware of what he was doing.
we lived in that family it wouldn’t be
to close
the windows at
necessary
night, they would be nailed down tight
all the time.—Capper’s Weekly.
an

Aerial

Postal

in

India.

Shipping and Engineering announces that the Borubay-Karachi aerial postal service is now in operation, using three-passenger De Haviland machines, carrying 1.000 pounds
of mail and other baggage. Mails are
An issue of

delivered in Karachi on the day of
their arrival In Bombay, and outward
mails are dispatched on the day steamers are due to leave.

j

BAD BLOOD

Co

The canning factory of the Sylves
Impur*, Thin, W**k, Afflict* the
ter Packing Co. at South Bluehil
Great Majority of People
was wiped out by fire
shortly befort
10 o’clock last Wednesday
evening
Whether in scrofula, sores, boils,
causing damage estimated at $100,and eruptions; or as rheumatism
000, and throwing seventy people oul
with agonizing pains and aches in
of employment.
It is a severe lost
not only to the company, but to the
limbs, joints or muscles; as
entire section of the county of which
catarrh with its disagreeable init was the principal industry.
flammation and discharge; in disThe fire started about 9.30 o’clock
turbed digestion, or debility and
on the second floor,
presumably from
tired feeling,—it is corrected by
spontaneous
combustion
in
oilHood’s Sarsaparilla, that most
soaked waste.
The night watchman
economical and reliable blood
had made a round of the building but
a short time before, and found
remedy and building-up tonic.
everyThousands use this medicine and
thing apparently all right. He was
in the engine room
when the fire
praise it for wonderful relief.
broke out.
Made from the most valuable remThe flames made rapid progress,
edies that physicians know, and
and without adequate
fire-fighting
unparalleled in character, quality,
facilities, the plant was doomed from
taste and curative power. For a
the first.
The
freight house and
cathartic use Hood’s Pills.
wharf of
the
Eastern
Steamship
Corp. were saved with difficulty.
The factory packs sardines, blueMAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
berries and clams, and is in operation about six
months each year.
Corrected to November 1, 1920
The factory was doubled in size last
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOP
I
spring, by an addition as large as the |
AM
PM
original building.
Goods cased and
Bar Harbor..It. f6 00 f4 25
ready for shipment, all of which were Sorrento.lv.
t4 55
destroyed, were valued at $60,000. Hancock Pt..lv ..
It is understood that there was an in- Sullivan.lv..
Mt Desert Fy ar.j t6 86 f5 16.
surance of $50,000.

|

—_

Manset.lv..." .*.
Southwest Har .•.
Northeast Har .|..
Seal Harbor..lv.
i..
Bar Harbor ..lv.
|9 40
Mt Desert Fy ar.tlO 20.

BORN.
LELAND—At Trenton, Nov, 7. to Mr.
and Mrs. R. G. Iceland, a daughter.
McDONALD—At Stonington, Nov. 8. to
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence R. McDonald,
a_son.

..

Mt Desert Fy lv.tlO
Waukeag. 10
Hancock.
Franklin Road.

_

MARRIED.

Wash’gt’n June.j

Ellsworth. I
Ellsworth Falls

CARTER—GRAY—At Bluehill, Nov. 5.
by Rev. R. M. Trafton. Miss Agnes
L. Carter to Walter C. Gray, both of

f5 45 II -1II

80
36
39
47
03

10
10
11
11
11

Brook lin.

51.
54

5
5

f6

01.
6 20
6 27
e 32

11
17

Nicolin.fll 32 ffi
Green Lake.I 11 43 6
Phillips Lake.fll 62 t7

46.

55

o3.

COLSON—DYER—At Franklin, Nov. 5,
by B. A. Blaisdell, esq. Mrs. Mina V.
Golson to Bailey H.
Dyer, both of

McKenzie’s.. f7
Holden.I 12 01 7
Brewer June.j 12 24
7
Bangor.ar .fl2 30 f7

04I.
09 ”!!**

COOMBS—PINKHAM—At West Franklin, Nov. 15. by Emery W. Smith, esq..

Bangor.lv.

00

Franklin.

|1

*8

3i

29
35

Miss Rena V. Coombs of Franklin to
f5 55 *1 05
Thaddeus Rinkham of Ellsworth.
\ p m A m
FOSTER—FIFIELD
At Stonington, Boston via
Nov. 11. by Rev. Eugene V. Allen.
Dover
ar.!.
Mrs. Eva June Summer Foster of Boston via
East Lexington, Mass., to J. Tilden
Portsmouth ar.! fg 25 *4 50.
New York
Fifieid of Stonington.
.ar. ! *8 15..
KIM BA L L—HO PK IN S—A t
Bucksport, Philadelphia
Nov. 12, by Rev. William Forsvth. Washington
Miss Geneva E. Kimball of BucksJ
A M
A M
|
|
port to Percy Harold Hopkins of
Verona.
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
MARDEN—CLOSSON—At North Sedgwick, Nov. 11, by Rev. John L. SherP M
A M
|
man. Mary J. Marden of Winterport I Washington
lv.
to
Eric L. Closson of North SedgPhiladelphia lv..
New York-lv
wick.
NOY'ES—McGEE—At West Gouldsboro, 1 Boston via
Nov. 13, by Rev. C. I. Ramsey, Miss
Portsmouth lv. *9 00..
.1.
Dorothy M. Noyes of West Goulds- Boston via
Dover lv
boro to Roy L. McGee of Mexico. Mo.
15 50
ORCUTT—CARLE—At East
Nov. 10, by Rev. R. H. Moyle of EllsPortland.lv.|12 35 flO 05.
worth, Miss Villa Orcutt of East Bangor.ar. f5 05 t3 10.
Sullivan to Peter C. Carle of Prince4
BanK°r.lv. f5 30 t3 115.
ton.
Brewer
6 37
3 21
PATTEN—WESCOTT
At
Ellsworth. Holden June.
5 59
3 43
Nov. 10. by Rev. R. H. Moyle, Miss
McKenzie
s
f6 04
Irene Patten to Frank R. Wescott.
Phillips Lake. f6 06 13 50
both of Ellsworth.
6 16
4 CO.
ROLFE—COFFIN—At Gouldsboro. Nov. Green Lake.
Nicolin. 16 26 f4 10.
10. Miss Gladys Rolfe to Leigh Coffin,
Ellsworth Falls.
6 39
4 23
both of Gouldsboro.
Ellsworth
6 47
4 31
VAUGHN—BLAKE
At
Bucksport, Wash’gt’n June.
6 53
4 37 ..!.!
Nov. 13. by Rev. Walter H. Cass,
FranMin Road.
7 11 f4 52
Louise S. Vaughn of Brockton, Mass.,
Hancock.!
7 20
5 00.
_to Fred S. Blake of East Orland.
Waukeag,..
7 24
5 03
Mt Desert Fy ar. f7 30 *5 10

Portland.ar.j
,,

—

ar.-..|.I..I.
ar.j.J..
j

..

..

Sullivan.

—

..

_

—

DIED.

Mt Desert Fy lv. t6 .5.
Bar Harbor .ar.
t6 00
Seal Harbor..lv1.
Northeast Har
Southwest Har

BLAISDELL—At Trenton. Nov. 13, Mrs.
Frances S. Blaisdell. aged 77 years.

_

1 month.
BOWDEN—At Orland. Nov. 14,
Mrs.
Morrill Bowden, aged 69 years.
6
months. 28 days.
DUFFEE—At
Nov.
16.
Ellsworth,
Michael J. Duffee, aged 63 years. 6
months 23 days.
DRESSER—At East Bucksport, Nov. 9.
Parker L„ infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Dresser, aged 18 months.
DUNHAM—At Ellsworth Falls, Nov.15,
Charles W. Dunham, aged 79 years, 1
month.
GRAY—At
West
Sedgwick. Nov. 8.
Washington Gray, aged 78 years, 3
months. 8 days.
JORDAN—At Mariaville, Nov. 15. Mrs.
Mariam E. Jordan, aged 67 years.
JOYCE—At Bangor. Nov. 9. Mrs. Frank
Joyce, formerly of Bluehill. aged 24
years.
KITFIELD—At Surry. Nov. 11, Samuel
F. Kitfleld, aged 90 years.
LALLY—At Bar Harbor. Nov. 6, Mrs.
Mary C. Rally, aged 78 years.
MADDOCKS—At East Bucksport. Nov.
10. Mrs. Mary D. Maddocks, aged 58

Manset.ar.
Mt Desert Fy lv. t7 85
Sullivan.lv. f7 50

Hancock Pt. .lv.
Sorrento.1 v. |8 20 ...!!.
Bar Harbor ..ar. |8 55
am
*

Daily,
stop

f

pm

Daily, except Sundays,

f

Flag

DANA C.

DOUGLASS,
Vice-Pre8ideutand Gen. Manager.
M. L. HARRIS, Genera] Passenger Agent

WOOLENS
Save money by buying dress material and coatings direct from factory.
Write for samples, and state garment

planned. F. A.
Camden, Maine.

years.

MOORE—At Bar Harbor. Nov. 4. Mary
Ann, widow
of
Parnell
B. Moore,
formerly of Ellsworth, aged 80 years.
MOSLEY'—At Ellsworth. Nov. 13. YValter V. Mosley, aged 11 years.

PACKARD,

Box

35,

PLUMBING

oiuenui.

FLINT CORN
1. Merrill Turner, North Bluehill;
2, W. H. Gray, Salisbury Cove; 3,
John Blaisdell, Franklin.
CANADA FLINT CORN.
1, Ralph Young, Hancock.
SWEET CORN
Early Butter Cup—1. W. M. Salisbury, Salisbury Cove.
Golden Bantam—1, D. L.
Emerton, North Bluehill.
POP CORN
1. Charles Thompson. Lamoine.
The sweepstakes in beans was won
by F. E. Round of Ellsworth Falls,
on his sulphur beans.
The sweepstakes in potatoes were
won by D. L. Emerton on pink potatoes. by F. L. Savage on white potatoes. by Irving Closson on black potatoes.
The sweepstakes on peas was won
by Charles C. Hodsdon.
The potatoes exhibited by Mrs.
Emma Dalquist, raised from potato
balls, attracted much attention.
PRIZE WINNERS OF WOMEN’S
EXHIBITS
Bread—1. Mrs. Lillian Lord, East
Surry; 2. Mrs. Arthur Jones, Bayside; 3, Mrs. Emily
Guptill, East
Surry.
Pillow Slips—1, Mrs, Alfred Smith,
Bayside; 2, Mrs. Eva Treworgy, East
Surry; 3. Mrs. Scott Estey, Bayside.
Crocheted
Yokes—1, Mrs. Eva
Treworgy, East Surry; 2, Mrs. WasEast
son,
Surry; 3, Mrs. Jones. Bayside.
Table
Mrs.
Cover—1,
Willard
Young. Bayside; 2, Mrs. W. H. DeLaittre, Salisbury Cove;
3, Miss
Bertha Estey, Bayside.
Towels—1, Mrs. W. H. DeLaittre,
Salisbury Cove: 2, Mrs. W. I. Paine,
Salisbury Cove.
Best
5 Jars of Fruit—1, Mrs.
Helen Liscontb, Salisbury Cove;
2,
Mrs. Alice Lord, Bayside.
Best 5 Jars of Fruits and Vegetables—1. Mrs. Arthur Jones,
Bayside: 2, Mrs. W. B.
Stanley, East
Surry; 3. Mrs. Gasper, East Surry.
Crab Apple Jelly—1, Miss Bertha
Estey, Bayside.
Jam—1, Mrs. Smith, Bayside.

t".

FIRE AT SOUTH BLUEHILL

LOCAL AFFAIRS

«ill

Walter, the eleven-year-old son ol
Hollis N- Mosley, was killed Satur
U,v forenoon by the accidental disin the hands ol
charge of a shotgun
a boy
about
the
William Brown,
Fred
of
Brown.
son
game age.
occurred
at
the
home
accident
The
Wheelden. a relative o(
0f Freeman
on State street.
The
the Brown boy.
to go gunbova were getting ready
of
the
kitchen
the
Wheelden
ning in
them
was
With
Persis
home.
sister of William.
grown a younger
in
his hand,
Walter, with his gun
stood near the middle of the room,
Brown,
and only
facing
partially
from him. while a
Hires or four feet
him and in line with
few feet behind
(he two boys stood the girl.
reached
into a
The Brown boy
closet behind him to get a gun. supunloaded. As he brought
be
to
posed
and turned toward
it from the closet
Mosley, the gun was discharged. The
he
does not know
grown hoy says
how it happened, hut it is supposed
may have
the hammer of the gun
caught in something in the closet, or
against the side of the door.
The full charge of bird shot struck
Mosley in the arm just below the
point of the shoulder and, deflected
by the bone, took a course inward
the lungs,
and downward through
and came out hack of the shoulder
The
behind
girl
standing
blade.
The
Mosley had a nnrrow escape.
charge of shot cut across the front of
making
her dress at the abdomen,
slight abrasions on the skin, while
shot
struck
one
scattering
arm.
two
Mayor Frank L. Heath, who lives
near, heard the cries for help, and
reached the house a minute or two
The
wounded
after the accident.
Dr. C.
boy died as he reached him.
C. Knowlton arrived a few minutes
later, and as medical examiner investigated the case. He found the
facts substantially as stated above.
The victim of the accident leaves,
two
besides his parents,
brothers.
Lynwood H. and Edward, of Ellsworth. and four sisters. Mrs. Warren
A. Trask of Brewer and Vera G.,
Willa H. and Feme of Ellsworth.
The funeral was held at the home
Monday afternoon. Rev. G. T. Jones
of the Unitarian church officiating.
A profusion of flowers expressed the
sympathy of the many friends of the

easy

SEED SHOW PRIZES.

Hoi W ater Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.

CARD OF THANKS.
We wish to express our heartfelt
thanks for the beautiful flowers and
many thoughtful kindnesses bestowed
HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES
upon us during our sad bereavement in
the loss of our son and brother, and
Years’
especially to the employees of the Ellsworth Hardwood Corporation.
Persona! attention to all details.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis N. Mosley.
Telephone
Mr. and Mrs. Lynwood H. Mosley.
or niaU orders promptly attended to.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren A. Trask.
Miss Vera G. Mosley.
Miss Wilia H. Mosley.
Edward Mosley,
i
Feme Mosley.
Grant
Ellsworth. Me.
Ellsworth Nov. 16. 1920.
Telephone 178-2.
IN MEMORIAM.
In loving memory of my dear mama,
Mildred Seeds Moore, who died Novem|
ber 20. 1917.
Though gone, she is not
forgotten by her little girl.
Leatha M. Moore.

Twenty

Experience.

FDWARD F. BRADY,
St.,

Subscribe For

i

H. W. DUNN
Manufacturer and dealer in

High Grade Granite and Marble
Monuments, Tablets

and Markers

The Ellsw orth American

The Paper That Stops Coming When
No more sub
Subscription Expires.
; scription bills piling up unexpectedly.
i

I

1

You get what you pay for, but the
paper will not be forced upon you
beyond that time.

Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, Me.

PRICE, $2.00

Flushing Hospital

Goods called

! State

three-year course, including
preliminary term; 175-bed general
hospital; modern building; resident
instructor; reasonable hours of duty.
Tennis

a

court;

advantages

NAPHTHA CLEANIN6

for and delivered

Special attention to parcel post work
H. B ESI EY & CO., Proprietors

Nursing
offers

Ellsworth Steam Laundry
All Kinds of Laundry Work.

School of

a year

of New

York.

Liberal remuneration during
Non sectarian.
training.
Class

forming January 1. For information. apply Supt. of Nurses, Flushing
Hospital, Flushing, N. Y.

Street,_-_kllaworth,

Me.

Buy It Either Way

Tablets

JITNEY
or

Liquid

?■

Coughs, Colds

and Catarrh

j

Mr Marshall is just oceof many thousands who have
been bene l:ed by Dr. Hartman sfamous medicine in
the past fifty years.
It is by stimulating the digestion, enriching the blood
and toning up the nerves that Pe-ru na is able to exert
such a soothing healing influence upon the mucous
membranes wlvch line the body. It is a wonderfully
effective remedy to restore strength after a protracted
sickness the grip or Spanish Influenza

Step

in th« Hsus*

Sold Evorywhora

Baltic Revel.
Watch You* Irons In the Fire.
In the Baltic countries the Eve of
1 here has never la en an
St. John is a festival that goes hack
age that
•ftered such attractive
further into time than the celebration
opportunity for
an
putting
extra
Iron
in
the fire. It
of the (lay in honor of the saint whose
Neems there !* a
d«uwnd for everyname it bears, for St. John’s
day Is
thin"
Everyi»tdy wants men. And
also Midsummer
day. and on that
night over wide stretches of country everybody seetus to want anything he
»’nn buy.
And strange as It may seem
it is the immemorial custom of
peasmost folks seem to
have the whereants. gathering together in little comwith to buy what
appeals to them. So
panies, to light beacons on tl hilltops
the
demand goes on.
and to celebrate far into the
One can sell
morning
almost anything.
So the fellow with
"ith feasting and
dancing. In Livonia reasonable
push works hard at his Job
th£re is but little night in midsum- and
then begins a little
mer. and here the
something on
peasants hold their
the side to get farther ahead with. It
revel at midnight,
lighting great fires
on
hilltops that flare their signal to i may not be much but it’s an extra
iron for the fire.
others- lighted on hill crests for
Sooner or later It
miles
will get hot and then
about.
If the fellow
Under the glare the peasants
l^n t there with the hammer his iron
gather.
They challenge one another
will burn and he will be
to sing.
With torches they light the
poorer than
if he had not
topmost branches of birch trees that
attempted anything extra.
*et u*‘
Lucky the man who knows how
gher beacons than any in the
to do it when the time
comes.—ExWhen the dancing is
countrywide.
over great feasts are
change.
held, and when
-omorning r-onies the crowds go
singing
Forest Fires.
to their homes.
Forest fires In mountainous coun-otry arc found to be much more numSelf-Imposed ‘Penalties.
south
on
The other day an absent defendant
erous
and
destructive
fined himself £5—and sent the money
slopes than on north, according to
—before the Bucks’ magistrate in the" findings of a government investisome case involving trespass
We can
gator who has made an extensive
recall a certain John Haherfield. chairstudy of the subject. While the difman of the Bristol bench many years
ference Is not marked at the height
of the fire s«<a*on, the early and late
ago. On taking his seat it is said that
he would frequently <-:ill up the first
fires favor tin sunny side so strongly
decided effect upon the
case himself:
“John Haherfield. you
as to have a
were beastly drunk last night.
average figures for a period of years.
What
have you to say?” Answer invariably:
The explanation offered is that the
“Sorry, sir; nothing -ir” Results al- growth of underbrush Is much heavier
on
the south side, encouraging the
ways. 5s. for the poor box ; and the remainder of the morning’s work carried
spread of fire, while the north slopes |
more
out fn an exemplary manner. There Is
hold
moisture.—Popular Melittle

briJge by Port bury, outside
Bristol, which is named after this honest magistrate.—London Chronicle.
a

chanics
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Don’t Pick Out a Printer

)>

Blindfolded)

r

t

Get the One Who Cen
Sell Your Goode

/Help You

\A7E have the

Signs of Consumption.
the early symptoms? The
patient may have neither cough nor
expectoration. He feels tired in the
afternoon, and wakes tired In the
morning. His appetite is poor, and
he begins to lose weight or to stop
growing. He is easily exhausted after

ability to help
goods and

What

you sell your

can do this at a
reasonable cost to you.
we

I

j

Economy and standardization are the
watchwords here. We
use Hammermill Bond,
the standard, economical. business paper and
we turn out a grade of
printing that brings resuits for our customers.

Magazine.

Beneficial Gaseous Acifls.
Breathing Small quantities of such
gaseous acids as hydrochloric, hydrofluoric. sulphurous, formic, and ucetlc
has been found to be not only harmless
but actually beneficial In diseases of
the air passages.
The Inhalations
were continued two hours or more
daily, the amount, however, not exceeding one to three grains per cubic
yard of air. It is claimed that the
acid
prevents the development of
harmful organisms and acts curatively
by stimulating local blood flow and
possibly an increased alkalinity of the
tilood. Workers exposed to acid fumes
in various Industries came under observation.

Subscribe for The American

are

exercise.

Anyone who notices these
symptoms In himself should consult a
doctor.
In any family, rich or poor,
in which one member Is known to have
consumption, all the others should be
; examined by specialists.

|

Not Much Left.
The world owes you a living, but the
paymaster often gets held up by the
hustlers.—Boston Transcript.

LET US SHOW YOU

A Healthful Drink
With

No After

You are sure
faction when you make
your table beverage

InstantPostum
Coffee drinkers
in the

delight

change because
of greater comfort, and
the price is attractive
because so moderate.
All the family will like
the flavor of Postum
At Grocers
Made

a

he

kept the people

Charge
has

for
been

Fuse
the

Everywhere

by Postum Cereal Co., Inc.,
Battle Creek.Mich.

FATHER OF THREE CHILDREN
WRITES FROM PANAMA

the coasts In awe of him. and at
the same time forced them to pay hint
t ribute.
Crete was advantageously situated
to become mistress of the sea, hut at
length a confederacy arose which put
an end to her dominion.
Minos wish
ed to render the Cretans mild and
gentle in their manners. To attain
this object he allowed free Indulgence. Fin to says, to licentious excess,
even of the most flagitious kind, hop
that
the
refinements
of galing
would
lantry
mitigate the native
ferocity of his subjects.
As
individuals the Cretans possessed eminent skill in military afwhile the laws which they
fairs.
adopted prevented the state from undertaking any great enterprise abroad
They elected ten cosmes. or regulators,
to govern In peace and war, and when
the period of their office was completed they remained members of the
legislature. The judges were ah men
of advanced age. and young men were
never allowed to propose a change in
the law. and all proposals were made
Slaves
in the senate: and secretly.
tilled the soil, ami the citizens ate together In public cotnpanies, while the
country was divided Into twelve portions for agriculture and business.
of

It

Kemps Balsam
will stop that cough, Bill.
Mv
mother gives it to me when I
get
a cough, and you don’t
hear me
coughing all the time.”
And Johnnie is right, too.

Get

Lamoine.
John Hamm and family will leave
this week for Steuben, where he has
employment on the Cleaves farm.
The Eben Whittaker place will be
closed for the winter.
An all-day meeting was held at
the Baptist church Thursday.
The I
out-of-tow-n ministers were G.
H. ;
Hamlin. I^wiston: C. D. McKenzie. !
Manset; D. D. Johnson. Brooklin:
C. A. Smith. South Penobscot.
Din-'
ner and supper were served in C.
E
hall.
Some of our townspeople went
sixty miles from home on a hunting
trip two weeks ago. and did not see
a deer.
A few nights after their return. some of them saw three deer
from the main road.
Mrs. C. A. Crane had the misfortune to break her wrist last Tuesday
night when returning from Ellsworth
in the dark.
The team came into
;
collision with another team, and the
wagon was overturned.
Fortunately, no other damage was done.
Nov. 15.
R. h.

drove out the barbarous Carinns from
the Cyclades, and exterminated piracy 1
which among the Greeks had been
he

“Tell your mother

CANAL ZONE
Balboa. Canal Zone. A father of three
children writes: “Will you kindly send
me by mail
two bottles of your Dr
True's Elixir.
I cannot buy it here in
Panama, and don't care to be without
it in the house, because I have three
children, and the Elixir is the best
family remedy I ever used. When one
of the children isn't feeling right
I
give him a dose of Dr. True's Elixir
and he comes out hale and
in
hearty
the
Our
morning.
children
have
showed no signs bf worms since
they
have taken the Elixir,
l^ast
summer
one of our boys was very sick—but one
small bottle of your Elixir fixed him in
fine shape.”
F. H. Purlngton.
The prescription. Dr. True's Elixir,
the Family Laxative and Worm Expeller. has done wonders for sick
people, men. women and children. No
harmful drugs—works quickly and effectively.

a

druggist.

-o-

Mistress of the Sea When King Minos
Ruled—Remarkable Laws Under
Which People Lived

openly professed:

have

day Wednesday afternoon,

the home of Mrs. Vesta Gott.
Mrs. Myra Wooster had the misfortune to scald her foot badlv last
week.
Frank Seavey has purchased and
moved Into the Jeffrey house.
Miss Julia Kelley of Seal Cove has
been visiting her sister, Mrs. Elmer
Mitchell.
Armistice Sunday was observed at
the Congregational church.
A large
and interested audience listened to
a line address by the
the
Rev.
pastor,
Oscar Olsen.
There was a choir of
eight voices—Mrs. Lula Thurston.
Mrs. Sidney Wallace.
Mrs. Hollis
Reed. Mrs. Flora Lawton. Miss Relief Nichols, Miss Sadie Lawrence.
E. B. Reed and H. P. Richardson.
! Mrs. Edmund Reed was organist and
! had
charge of the music arrange| ments. The church was tastefully
decorated by Mrs. Flora Lawton,
Mrs. Flora Latty and Mrs. Julia Newman. with flags and pine.
Next Sunday, at the afternoon service, it is
that
expected
Mrs. Winfred Joy of
Southwest Harbor will be the soloist.
All who have heard Mrs. Joy know a
great pleasure is in store for all who
attend.

CRETE ONCE A GREAT POWER

Minos, king of Crete.* exercised
preponderating power on the sea ;

apron

at

That familiar ancient relic, rickshaw. a slender carriage drawn by
man-power, seems now on way to Its
deathbed, to the great wall of curious
tourists.
The existing narrow and
bad roods alone are keeping up its
life. Whether for good or for III. the
growing severity of the world wide
struggle for existence has been compelling the reluctant Nipponese to forsake many of the antiquated things
and Institutions that had long been
dear to their heart*. KstheticaHy disposed men like La (radio Hearn would
have Japan remain forever "picturesque” and curse the skyscrapers and
factory chimneys: but a nation, like
an Individual,
must
live, and live
decently too. Present age is no doubt
an age of machinery: and
no
manpower can cope with the general tide
of the world, and hence the mechanization of almost everything. Neither can
man-power pretend to rival with mechanical force—It must give way to a
roller, an automobile, and a cinema.
And rickshaw npw must give way to
jitney. It had its day. But the rickshaw men do not think so. They have
the love and respect of their trade.
When lately the city of Yokohama
grunted a license to a big Jitney bus
company, the rickshaw men attempted
a desperate effort to smother the
project at the outset, hut it proved in
vain.
And numerous baby-motor cars,
allowing two passengers, will soon be
speedily carrying |>eop!e around -at
the rate of 25 sen per mile.—East and
West News.

bottle

LEROY.

now
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from
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West Tremont.
North Brook!in.
Mrs. Helen Lawton and sons Carl
Elizabeth
Cole
of
David and Clark, of Manset, visited spending a few weeks Rockland k
with schoo
!
her aunt. Mrs. George W. Lunt. last mates and relatives here.
week.
Wellington Redman, who has b«,n
Mrs. Jasper Norwood took a party employed in a corn
factory at Hollk
*“•
to Bangor Friday—Mrs. E. B. Reed
is home.
and her father, Isaac Murphy, and
lthamer Carter and wife of
North
Elsie Seavey.
| Sedgwick visited John Giles an<1
and
Mrs. F. W. Lunt is visiting her sis- family over Sunday.
ter. Mrs. M. S. Dodge, in Searsport.
-Mr- and Mrs. Charles
i
Sherman
left
The W. T. I. society met with Thursday for
Pembroke, Mass t(,
Mrs. Otis Walls at the Latty Beach spend the winter
with
their" son
house, where they are now living. | LOUIS,
It will meet there again November
Mrs. Adelle
Hamilton and Mrs
IS.
I Clara Hamilton have gone to
Massa
S. C. Webster has had a dynamo clmsetts to visit their
I
sons and
put in his cellar, so that he has elec- : daughters.
tric lights in his house and store, a
People of this community are
very great Improvement.
| keenly interested in the shop that
The ladies’ aid society met with Eugene and I^slie
Young are fitting
Mrs. Lena Robbins November 10. out
to
do
carpentering, black
The society will have an ice-cream smithing and general
jobbing
;
sociable for the minister at K. of P. I
Nov. 15.
"Xenophon."
hall to-night.
—--oMrs. W. H. Lunt spent a part of
South Penobscot.
last week with Mrs. 'Willard Gott in
Guy Leach is in Castine hospital
Brooklin.
! where he was operated upon for apMrs. Roy Clement, with daughter pendlcitls
Thursday. All hope for
j his
Mrs. Nettie Rumill.
speedy recovery.
|
Madeline, is visiting her mother,
Elmer Perkins or Chicago, who
Nov. 15.
’’Thelma."
I with his family, has spent the sum-o! mer at his farm here,
left for his
Kluehill.
home on Friday.
Lettie, wife of Frank Joyce, died
Miss Dora Perkins is spending a
Tuesday. Nov. 9, at the age of few weeks in Bucksport.
twenty-four. years, at her home in ;
Rev. D. D. Johnson
of Brookiin
Bangor.
Mrs. Joyce was born in was in town the past week
I
Blnehlll, but had resided In Bangor
Miss Liman Binder. R. N.. who has
several years. She leaves a husband, been
employed at Castine. c>.nte
father. Otis Gray of Bluehlll: three home Friday.
sisters. Mrs. John C. Gray of CamMrs. Harold Mitchell and children
den; Mrs. Freeman
L.
Hamm
of have gone to North Castlre to visit
Bangor, and Mrs. Viola Carter, of her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Bert WardEast Bluehill. and
four
brothers. well.
Levi W. Gray of
Ellsworth
Not- 13.
Fails;
L.
Charles E. Gray and Thomas E. Gray
-oof South Penobscot and Arthur E.
Simplicity.
Gray of the United States navy.
In character, in manners. In style, In
-oall things, the supreme excellence is
Subscribe for The American

|
|

$2.00

a year

simplicity.—Ixingfellow.

Replacement.

general

custom

the electrical companies of this
country to make free replacement of
the fuses which are blown out from
time to time but there Is now a general tendency among these corporations to make a charge for this service. It is necessary to have men ready
at all hours, especially at night, to
answer calls so that the service may
be restored with the least possible delay and tlie expense of this has been
found to be a burdeivovhich It is now
proposed to relieve themselves of by
Some companies
making a charge.
which hesitate to take this step are
urging their patrons to lay in a sup
ply of fuses which are sold by the
company at cost and in case of a blowout they con make the renewal them-

|

among

selves.—Exchange.

Regrets
of satis-

Bernard.
The ladles’ aid society will

RICKSHAW
an

Ht R \V Marshall Brampton. Michigan, suffering from Systemic Catarrh involving
Head Nose Throat and Stomach, claims a complete cure. His letter is convincing:!
••For the past two years I bare been troubled with systemic catarrh I ated several boxes of
Peru-na tablets and they have affected a complete cure. 1 do not hesitate to recommend Pe-ru oa
for all catarrhal conditions."

OUST

March of Progress in Japan Mean*
End of Vehicle So Dear to
Heart of Tourist.

PE-RU-NA
For

TO

Ambition Lives.
It is an unusual thing to see a mother and all of her children
attending
school together, but such Is the spec
tacle which may be witnessed at the
summer term of the Eastern Kentucky
state minimi school at Richmond. Ky
This family of students, consisting of
mother, two sons and two daughters,
hall from Barbourville. Ky. The mother, Mrs. E. P. Gray, is the wife of one
of the best-known Chautauqua entertainers. who is now In the west on the
platform. She brought her children to
the school to take the course and decided, after reaching the Institution, to
engage In study herself and will take a
eourse along with her four children.

Pigeons Set Clock

Back.

I am informed that the town clock
of Beverly is not quite suited to the
three pigeons who recently perqhed
on
the hour hand, or else the birds
did not like the daylight saving idea.
However, they perched In their "timely" position long enough to set the
clock
back
one-half
hour.—Boston
Post.

^ou never waste heat
that is produced right on the spot
would

consider it

certainly
YOU
great waste to keep
in

a

light burning

a

every room of your house. It is even
wasteful to keep the whole house

more

at the

same

temperature all the time.

Housekeepers everywhere
ing that there is

are

discover-

proper use for general
proper use for local heat—
a

heat and

a

produced

on

the spot.

General heat in all parts of the house

mid local heat from a Perfection Oil
Heater—where you need extra,comfort-

point warmth.

Keep

•warm

and

keep

It is almost impossible to

-well

keep

the cozy

spots safe and comfortable with general
heat. Drafts will come in through window sashes and door jambs.
The Perfection goes anywhere and gives
you the full benefit of its fresh, direct
heat whenever you need it. Easy to
light, convenjent, clean and attractive
—the Perfection is a necessity and ornament in every house.
Bums about 10
hours on a gallon of kerosene.
Leading hardware, housefumishing and
department stores sell the Perfection Oil
Heater. Your dealer will explain its

simplicity and many advantages to you.
Look at one today.
For best results use Socony Kerosene.

PERFECTION OilHeabs

Adaptability.
“Of course, you are in favor of votes
for women."
"Of course." answered Senator Sorghum. "A man who hopes to hold his
own In politics must do his best to be
in
favor of anything that anybody
warts.**

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK
—

WHEN RHEUMATISM
•HR'S YOU-HARDi
Sloan’s I.lniment should be kept
handy for aches and pains
wait for a severe pain, an
ache, a rheumatic twinge following exposure, a sore muscle,
to make you quit
sciatica, or lumbago
when
you should have Sloan’s
work,
Liniment handy to help curb it and
keep you active and fi t, and on the job ?
Wilhcut rubbing, for it penrtratrs,
apply a bit today to the afflicted part.

WHY

Kotethe gratifying, clean,prompt rt lie f
that follows. Sloan’s Liniment couldn't
keep its many thousands of friends the
world over if it didn’t make good.
That's worth remembering. All druglargest is the
70c, 31.40.

gists—three.sizes—the
economical. 35c,
most

^ ip,

^^

-GOING

IT TOO HARD?

Overwork, worry, overeating and
lack of exercise and sleep are responsible for much kidney trouble. If
your back aches and the kidneys

weak, rest up and use Doan’s
Kidney Pills.
C. W. Smith, proprietor of blackEllsworth
smith shop, State street,
”1 have considFalls'. Maine, says:
erable lifting to do while working at
the blacksmith trade and it finally
got my back in pretty bad shape.
There was a steady, dull pain across
my kidneys and I felt miserable all
My kidneys didn't
through the day.
I got Doan's
act regularly, either.
Kidney Pills and after using them for
or
trouble
two, my
a week
disappeared. Of late, I have been feeling
Doan's Kidney
better in every way.
Pills toned up my system generally.”
The above statement was given December 4. 1916, and on October 6.
"I have just
1920. Mr. Smith said:
as good an opinion of Doan’s Kidney
Pills to-day us when I first endorsed
The core they made
them in 1916.
has been
for me at that time
a
one.”
permanent
60c. at all dealers.
Foster-Mflburu Co., Mfrs., Buffalo. N. Y.
seem

j

A REAL SISTER

|

By H. LOUIS RAYBOLD.

■A.

I»20.

"AH
grimly,
'"It.

by

| j
|

M,'ClVrT\Tw,bouer'ay

right.
Betty."
said
Jack
rlslug and reaching for his

"You say you have excellent
rensons for what
you are doing, hut
ns
long ns you won’t tell me what
they are. you can hardly expect me
to he satisfied.
However—good-by!’’
And lie was gone.

Betty Reynolds stood as he had
eft her. then
crumpled Into a forlorn heap In the old
rocker and sobbed
her heart out.
Where was the Joy
In nohle
self-sacrifice she had expected
to feel?
All her being ached to run
nfter the man she had
Just peremp-

torily dismissed, to bring him back
and tell him It was all a
mlstnke—
she did love him—would
marry him.
alt If she did, how about Sue?
Betty was one of those lucky girls
With a sister Just
enough older to be
both comrade and mother to the
younger one.
Even before the -death of their
mother. It had been Sue who laid out
Betty’s party frocks, who mended the
torn lace In her
petticoats, who rifled
her own ribbon box for n bow wherewith to adorn Betty's
fluffy hair.
Bnt now something more vital than
a qnestlon of hair ribbons or
vacations
had arisen.
Which of the two girls
should have Jack Hemingway?
Her opportunity had come. If she
refused Jack, she fett sure that, ultimately, he would marry Sue. Also, she
suspected that Sue cared fftr .Tack.
Hadn't she of late caught a certain
happy wistfulness In Sue’s gray eyes?
The tall girl who entered the room
a
rnomoBf later seemed more than
three years older than her sister, a
fact due. no doubt, to acting ns both
mother and father "to gay little Betty.
She gave one quick glance at her sister.
Then, stripping off her gloves,
she said quite casually: "Isn't Jack at
the corner?”
Hetty

looked

np.

startled.

•

Then,

bravely, she began her campaign.
"He didn’t stay ns long as usual,
probably because you weren't here."
Sue said nothing for a moment.

Then she sat down an the arm of the
chair and put her arm around the
girl’s shoulders.
"Little sister," she
began lovingly, “want a piece of
news? You know ’Doctor Delaharre,
my chief In the lab? Well—would you
fancy him for—for a brother-in-law?"
Betty stared at her sister In bewilderment. Then In a flash realization
came to her.
“Sue Reynolds!” she
cried, and leaping to her feet she
whirled her sister In a breathless dance
about the room.
“Oh, I thought—I
thought It was Jack! And I sent him
away and now I can hove him I
And
rfh, you darling, I’m so glad for you!”
Sue
was
her
shaking
gently.
"Listen, dear, yon mustn’t mention It
to a soul.
Nobody knows yet.”
“Not
even
Doctor
Delabarre?”
tensed Betty, and In her happiness
missed her sister’s startled glance.
“Oh, Sue, I must telephone Jack’s
boarding house and leave word for him
to come right up this evening.
And
while I’m out to telephone Tllj get a
whole chocolate cake and some strawberry mousse to celebrate!”
Sue sank down Into the rocker
Rotty had so recently vacated. And,
Bireksrort.
even
as
Betty had. Sue burled her
N'ov. 8.
C.
face In tier hands.
Dear heaven!
Would that she had the right to say
ll'SHAND'H STOTIY Will
before the world that she was DocA M AZE EI.1.S WORTH
tor Delabarre's affianced wife! Dally
Hr says:
“Adler-i-ka helped my
" fc
working with him In the laboratory
for gas on the stomach and
of the elty hospital, she had come
sour stomach in TWENTY MINUTES.
It work beyond
look upon him ns the most wongreatest
expecta- to
tions.Adler-i-ka acts
on
BOTH derful man she had ever met.
upper and lower bowel removing foul
As It was—wed, she had done what
matter
which
poisoned stomach. she did for Betty's sake. Jack, glum
Brings out ail gasses and sour, decay- and
unhappy, had Just told her at the
ing food
EXCELLENT for chronic corner how he loved
Betty and how
constipation.
Guards against apfor some reason she would not
pendicitis.
Adler-i-ka removes mat- Betty,
had turned him down. And Sue.
ter you Rover
thbught was in your give,
with the tender Intuition of an elder
system and which
have been
may
Poisoning you for months.—Alex- sister, put two and two together and
Wder's
made exactly four—no mo.re, no less.
Sue had herself well In hand by
> 1
UIlUi UAH
the time her sister came home. Betty
HAVE PRETTY EYES chattered like a
magpie and supper
-1*0 Kiri or woman is
After a sociable
pretty if her was a gay affair!
eyes are red, strained or have dark washing up of the dishes the younger
r™Ks. Simple witchhazel, camphor, girl came up to her sister soberly.
hydrastis, etc., as mixed in Lavoptik “I’m awfully sorry, Sue, after whatI
®ye wash, will brighten the eyes and you said—but you really didn’t say
| mustn’t mention It to him, and I was
a w6ek‘s
use will surprise you with
just coming out of the shop loaded
Its QUICK
results.
Regular use of with the cake and all and I bumped
Lavoptik keeps the eyes healthy, right Into him 1 And before I thought,
sparkling and vivacious. The quick I congratulated him.”
“What—who—Bet ty ?”
change will please you. Dainty
“Doctor Delabarre, of course,” said
Aluminum eye cup FREE. AlexanBetty. "And he's coming up this evePharmacy.
ning. I hope—there’s the bell! Jack!”
Joyfully she flew to answer.
While Sue—well, Sue was trembling
What would he
from head to foot.
Quickly Ended by a Pleasant Germ- j think! She must get Betty to make
her excuses If he came. She could not
Killing Antiseptic.
see him.
llttle Hyomei Inhaler is made of
But she had no choice. It was Docr.ubber and can easily be carried
in
or pur8etor Delabarre, not Jack, whom Betty
11 wil1 ,ast a life“
found at the door, although Jack was
inhaler pour a few drops of
mnIa{° *bia
And Betty, bealmost at the steps.
Hyomel.
SjKical
*
8
absorbed by the antiseptic cause she wanted her moment with
jraii*
and now you are ready to
WQZ*euWithin
6 ** In over the
Jack, sent Doctor Delabarre In alone.
germ Infested
"Pan® where it will speedily begin
Sue's moment of reckoning had
it«
ot
killing catarrh germs come.
B»ri^T°,rk
The doctor entered quickly,
me *8
of
Australian
eucalyptu*
?ombined with other antiseptics both hands outstretched.
ann
a is
very pleasant to breathe.
“Miss Reynolds—Sue!” he cried.
to end
catarrh,
bPA« lB, guaranteed
“I’m enough of an old fellow to know
sore throat, croup, coughs
and
,J8- or
cleans
It
back.
money
on? a_col<*8
that In some way Miss Betty mixed
8tuffed up head In two minutes,
It
aoia by Chas. E. Alexander and drugthings up. But bless her for It!
gy everywhere.
has made me dare to come and tell you
what has been In my heart for days.
Do you care—ever
I love you, dear.

Pharmacy._

der*s

Catarrh

haTS0
time°Cket

«

Mtom
Ends indigestion
stomach

r?liev®#
misery, sour stombelching and all stomach disease
back.
box of tablets
Large
at«Jn°?ey
a11
druggists in all towns.
ach
0r

so
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CROSSED WIRES

j

By CORONA REMINGTON.

f

»©. l#zo.

very

OrLand.
Narramisslc grange is holding its
regular meetings, but an increase hs
attendance is hoped tor.
There was a pleasant gathering of
the ladies' aid sociaty of the Methodist church at the heme of Mrs. Annie
Harriman at Duck Cove Last Wednesday afternoon and (evening. It has
been the custom of Mrs. Harriman to
invite the aid to her home each year,
when a bountiful supper Is served
and a social even in g*n Joyed.
The Methodist's
Sunday service
will be held at the vestry instead of
the church during
the
coldest
weather.
At a special meeting of Riverside
chapter. O. E. S.. Nov. 8, Mrs. Julia
A. Vickery,
district deputy grand
matron,
the hooks und
inspected
work and made helpful suggestions.
Mrs. George L. Page has returned
from a visit at Milo.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Dorr and
younr child <fl' New York are visiting
his parents, Capt. and Mrs. E. L.
horr.
s
Caroline Soper, who has been
ill. is improving. Her daughter. Mrs.
Grace Morse has returned to her
tome t MedfteiM.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Fletcher of
B'1
n. Man*., were in town recently
They are visiting their
•'
>
Miss
Clara
at
Russell,

MANCHESTER MAN

fcesswissssssssssssssjsssssssssssssss'y

little?”

And Sue, whose first thought had
been to run and hide her head, hid It
In the place she would least have
dreamed of—the doctor’s substantial
shoulder.

No

McClure Newspaper Syndicate.

by

had ever loved as deeply
as
those two—James
Wilcox and
Constance Helmson.
They looked
Into each others’ eyes In rapture and
for the fortieth time that evening
made the same remark—with slight variations.
"No one, dearest; no one on earth
has ever felt It ns we have,” he told
her.
"I’m sure we have not only
known each other all our lives, but
from the beginning of time—clear back
to the first day.”
"And it shall be this way to the
end of time,” she sighed softly Into
his ear.
one

After a long and tender parting kiss,
almost sad because It was the last, he
left her, never to return, they both

knew—until

the morrow.
And thus the days sped by and were
as minutes to the
adoring couple who
were totally unconscious of the world
about them. At last one bright Sunday
in June Constance said casually:

"Jimmy, darling, my sister Aggie,
the one you’ve never seen, came home
from college last night. She’s out now,
but I want you to stay to dinner and
meet her.”
sure 1

do I

care

only try

But what
will, he replied.
about sister Aggie?
She’ll

to

monopolize

my very

own-

est—” lie kissed her ngaln.
Later they were summoned to the
dining room and James was introduced
to Aggie.
He took his eyes off Constance long enough to glance at the
newcomer while being presented when
suddenly his knees shook beneath him
ami he thanked heaven when he was
safely seated. Aggie was exactly like
Constance—only more so, and she had
n good many things Constance lacked,
too.
Constance's eyes were wonder
ful.
Con
Aggie’s more wonderful.
stance’s nose was pretty, Aggie’s beau
tiful; and so it went.
When he awakened from the first
shock a feeling of unspeakable remorse came over him.
As soon as he
decently could he got away, mumbling
some excuse about a business engagement.
All that night as he tosesd and
turned it was Aggie’s picture that kept
smiling at him in the darkness and
In a panic he would
not Constance’s.
close his eyes to try to shut out the
vision, but always It was there. And
the next day he was to bring Constance over to take dinner with his
family 1 She would be sure to notice
the change In him—the whole world
would see—yet It was Impossible to
get out of 1L
At dinner the following evening
after he had Introduced his father and
brother to Constance, his mother having nlready met her, he broke the news
of the business trip.
"Harry, you’ll have to entertain
Conuy and look after her while I’m
I’ve bought tickets to ‘The
gone.
Shepherd’s Call.’ You must take her
and think of me when you do It, old
chap," he ended with heartfelt pathos.
Reaching home at night he went
straight to his room and dropped Into
a chair, a morose heap of bewildered
was
Ages later he
Introspection.
conscious of his brother standing beside him in his smoking jacket.
“That thing’s a beastly color,” was
James’ only greeting as he glared at
the offending garment, Including the
occupant. In his hostile stare. Harry
made no comment, but switched off
the light.
“What the dickens did you do that
for?" roared his orother.
“Because I want to tell you something, und—I have to say it in the
dark.”
“Hurry up then, do," ue growiea in

reply.
“James, I swear I hid It, li

did,” Harry began In

a

swenr

1

frenzy.

"Hid what, you lunatic? Are you
daft?”
“Hid it until Conny broke out crying last night and confessed she didn’t
love you any more.”
“What?” gasped James In a hissing whisper.
“Yes,” Harry continued, “and when
she had made it perfectly plain and I
realized it was all up between you, 1
simply couldn’t keep it in any more.”
Speechless, James jumped out of
the chair and blundered toward the
door in the dark.
Where are you going?”
“Wait!
called Harry. “You wouldn't do any-

thing to Conny—would you?”
“Conny, nothing!” answered James.
“I’m going to make an appointment
She’s more like Conny
with Aggie.
than Conny herself is, but how the
devil did Cupid ever get his wires
crossed like that?”
Argentines Have Sweet Tooth.
According to the third national centhere were, in June, 1914. 299 facArgentina manufacturing
tories In
chocolates, bonbons and candies and
sweets In general. The invested capital at that time was equivalent to $4,679,173 United States currency, and
the production in 1913 was valued at
Although statistics are
$8,753,069.
lacking this Industry undoubtedly Insus

creased
during
ability
of the
Labor

its
the

production considerably
in proportion to its

war

Some
to secure raw materials.
local product is very high class.
and other costs have not In.
creased In Argentina to the extent
that they have In tlm United States,
and it is believed that this country
does not offer a very hopeful market
to American exporters of confectionery.

NOW FEELS FINE

Payant Feared He Would Have To
Quit Work Altogether Before
He Got

Tanlac,

“My first bottle of Tanlac helped
me so much that I just kept on taking it until I'm now a well man,”
said Jean Payant, of 15 Marion St.,
Manchester, N. H.
“Before I got Tanlac” he said, “I

FEISAL HAS CAUSTIC TONGUE

PAINS NEARLY
DOUBLED ME UP

Arabian Potentate's Comments on European Men and Measures Interesting in the Extreme.

The oriental tnct and personal charm
of Emir Feisnl did much to win friends
Me Until 1
for the Arabian cause in Paris.
No
Pinkham’*
Took
E.
one ever came
away from him in an
suffered for two years from a bad angry mood. The emir was very witty
case of stomach trouble, and
kept and many stories are told of his clever
getting worse all the time until retorts to acquaintances in Paris. On
Wyandotte, Mich. —“For the last
finally I coul dscarcely eat even the one occasion a correspondent asked four years 1 have doctored off and on
lightest kind of food. Everything I him
to give his opiuion of modern
ate caused a depressed
feeling in the
u a v c
u a u
juiuia
pit of my stomach, and I suffered statesmen as a result of his acquainevery month so bad
terribly from gas which crowded up tance with them at the peace conferthat I would nearly
into my chest, almost cutting off my ence. lie replied. “They are like *moddouble up. Somebreath.
I had such severe attacks of ern paintings.
They should be hung
times I could not
dizziness that 1 could see nothing in In a gallery and be viewed from a dissweep a room withfront of me, and at times became so tance.” Another time at a
out stopping to rest,
meeting of
weak
1
couldn't
stand
and everything 1 ate
up.
My the council of ten, M. Plchou referred
nerves were so upset I would
jump at to the claims of France In Syria,
upset my stomach.
the least little noise, and my
Three years ago
sleep wtiled! he said were based on the Cruwas very restless.
I lost a child
Nothing helped
sades. Etnlr Pel sal turned toward him
me, and my condition became so bad
and su ff ered so
I began to worry for fear I would and inquired mildly, “1 am not a great
LUtU
WUSUUb
have to give up my work altogether. student of history, hut would you kind- of
ray head at times. My bowels did
“After reading where some of my ly tell me which one of us won the not move for days and I could not eat
friends had been helped by Tanlac I
without suffering. The doctor could not
Crusades.”
made up my mind to try it, and I got
Mr. Balfour once tried to find out help me and one day I told my husband
so
much relief from the very first
{ that I could not stand the pain any
bottle that I lost no time in getting what Emir Felsal thought of the Brit- longer and sent him to the drug-store
“It
ish government.
He succeeded.
another.
I have taken four bottles
to get me a bottle of Lydia E. Pinkreminds me of a caravan in the des- ham’s
now and It has done
me
so much
Vegetable Compound and threw
good that I just can’t say enough for ert. You see an impressive string of the doctor’s medicine away.
After
it.
My appetite is so splendid that I dromedaries in the distance trekking taking three bottles of Vegetable Comeat three big hearty meals each
day single file across the shifting sands. pound and using two bottles of Lydia E.
and thoroughly
enjoy every bite. When you first overtake them, you ob- j Pinkham’s Sanative Wash I could do
Everything agrees with me perfectly, serve that the last camel is tied to the my own housework. If it had not been
too, for I'm never bothered with that
for your medicine I don’t know where I
depressed feeling, bloating, shortness tail of the next in line. When you would be today and 1 am never without
of breath or any other form of indi- reach the head of the column, you find a bottle of it in the house. You may
gestion.
My nerves are uuiet, my that a little donkey Is leading the whole I publish this if you like that it may help
some
other woman.”—Mrs. MabI
sleep is refreshing and I enjoy my string.”—Asia Magazine.
work more than ever now and never
Stender, 120 Orange St., Wyandotte*
feel tired out.
Mich,
Why, Thanlac has
helped me until I feel better in every HAD CAMOUFLAGE DOWN FINE i
way than I ever have in my life.
I
hope Other suffering people will bene- Youth's Many and Varied Reasons for
Atlantic.
fit by my experience.”
Harry Stockbridge and Miss BeaOut of Task of Polishing
Getting
Tanlac is sold in Ellsworth by E.
trice Sadler were married last week,
His Shoes.
G. Moore, in Sullivan by Dunbar
in Minturn, by Merrill Sadler.
Rev. Roy Graffam and family are
Bros., in Little Deer Isle by H. G.
“No, mother, It Isn’t thnt I'm lazy yet away on an automobile trip to
Eaton, in Ashville by C. C. Small,
that I don’t want to polish my shoes," Dixmont and other places in the Pein South Bluehill by M. B.
Grindle,
and by the leading druggists in said Young Nick, the boy Machlavelll, nobscot valley.
On account of the non-arrival of
"I'm just tryin' t' be economical and j
every town.—Advt.
help you an’ dad save money. If 1 I the steamer from Rockland, and the
belated mail, news of the republican
wuz to polish my shoes It ’ud show up ;
victory reached the island rather
Penobscot.
my ole stocklns so’s I’d hafter put on late, but there was an
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Snow have reimpromptu
clean ones an’ if I did that I’d hafter celebration,
turned to their home in Camden.
including a torchlight
procession, illumination of residences
Mr. Brown of Camden spent the brush my clothes.
“An’ you know, mother, I gotter lot at night and a tour of the island in
week-end with Mrs. Brown, who is ill
here at the home of her sister, Mrs. of bad spots in my pants ah’ on my illuminated autos.
Calvin Stanley of
Minturn
H. E. Perkins.
has
coat, and if I brushed ’em the spots
Mrs. Victoria Heald has returned would stand out so’s you’d just hafter been in Atlantic helping build the
new barn and garage for the doctor.
to her home in Lincolnville, after a
buy me a new suit.
The small bays and coves among
month here with relatives.
“I been studyin’ camouflage, mother,
the Islands abound with coots and
Mrs. A. E. Varnum fell one day
nice neutral tint that nobody scarcely
last week, breaking her right wrist
ducks, and the young men are
and you ing many successful hunting
and injuring her left arm badly.
trips.
All notices—except you, mother,
get too close. But just as I am, mothThe funeral of Mrs. Viola Morse,
hope for her speedy recovery.
Mrs. G. Lester Hale, Miss Pendle- er, I’m not hardly visible to the naked late of Rockland, was held at the
Swan's Island church Tuesday afterton and Mr. Boardman of Islesboro eye at all, and It’s awful convenient.
Burial was in the family
were in town over Friday night to at"Besides, it saves money, you see. as noon.
at the north.
tend the high school ball.
cemetery
Mrs. Morse
I been tellin’ you. No’m, I don’t dast
left several sons and daughters, marMrs. Frank Staples and son Fred
wash my face and hands too hard, beried and widely scattered.
of Waterville spent
One son,
the
week-end
here with Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Sellers. cause they’d be so bright an’ shiny Lincoln Stinson, was lost at sea sevMiss Myrtle and Edith Leach left they’d call attention to my grease eral years ago.
The survivors of the
family all showed their devotion by
Monday for West Upton, Mass., spots.
where they will spend the winter.
“Yes’m, I’ll clean all up, If you say coming from distant places to attend
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Leach will so, of course, but I don’t think you the funeral.
Those from out of
occupy the Archer Bridges house this oughter discourage me when I’m trying town included, daughters—Mrs. Lottie Meservey
winter,
and
her husband, of
to help
Besides,
you save money.
Mrs. Archer Bridges
Waterville; Mrs. Goldie McAullise, of
last there’s Bill callin’ me
spent
I
If
an’
now,
week in Bluehill.
Rockland, with whom Mrs. Morse
Mrs. Harry Macomber of Castine is wuz to clean up I'd go right out and had lived the past six years;
Mrs.
I
Lillian McCrae, of Rockland; Mrs]
Yes’m,
get
dirty
again.
promise.
a
week
here with her paspending
When I come in I will. Awri, Bill, I’m Agnes Alfreds, of Worcester, Mass.;
rents, Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Varnum.
Mrs. Inez Winberg, of Nashua, n]
There will be a meeting of Penob- cornin’ I”—Chicago News.
H., and Mrs. Lucy Sprague, of Everscot chapter, O. E. S., Friday eveett,
Mass.; sons
ning, Nov. 19. A large attendance
Nelson
Stinson,
Rats Overrun English Town.
with his wife and son, of Block Isis requested, as important business
Millions of rats are overunnlng land, R. I.; Walter Morse, of Portwill come before the meeting.
Mrs. G. W. Littlefield left Monday Abertillery (Monmouth), England, and land. and Judd Stinson, who has been
for Portsmouth. N. H., where she will
While the congrega- living here on Swan’s Island.
neighborhood.
The people of the island observed
join Mr. Littlefield, U. S. N., his ship, tion was leaving a Baptist church in
Armistice day by displaying flags and
the San Francisco, being stationed
street on a recent Sunday an
Tillery
there.
illuminating their homes in the eveOne ning.
army of rats ran among them.
Miss Alice Wardwell
of
Belfast
woman
All
means
have
collapsed.
Nov. 12.
spent the week-end here
with
her
G.
been used, but the rats have not only
mother, Mrs. Lena Wardwell.
-oThe students of Clark high school survived, but also thrived. The mediThe Older Authors.
will present a play in the near future.
cal officer of health, Dr. Bailie Smith,
The greater part of our modern litThe date will be announced soon.
says the rats are of two kinds—brown erature bears evident marks of the
S. G. Varnum and
son
Wendell
and black. The black rats, as a rule, haste which characterizes
all the movespent Sunday at home
from
Old
keep to the sewers, but the brown ments of this age; but in reading these
Town, where they have employment.
rats
climb
anything—telegraph poles older authors we are impressed with
Nov. 15.
“Woodlocke.”
and rain and gas pipes. They swarm the idea that
they en.ioyed the most
Franklin.
everywhere. It was suggested to the comfortable leisure. Many books we
Miss Gladys Nelson of Presque Isle
Abertillery district council that ex- can read in a railroad car and feel a
Is the guest of Mrs. Jacob Hewitt.
pert rat destroyers should be employharmony between the rushing of the
Miss Gertrude Bragdon was down
ed. bgt local staff having stated that train and the
haste of the author but
from Bangor for a brief visit last
could
do
better than the experts, to
they
week.
enjoy the older authors we need the
the
mntter
has been left to them with quiet of a winter
Mrs. Eunice Blaisdell is spending a
evening—an easy
few weeks with
her
sister, Mrs. discretionary power to call in help if chair before a cheerful fire, and all the
Arthur Bunker.
necessary.
equanimity we cun command. Then
There will be a picnic supper in the
the genial good nature, the rich fullvestry of the Methodist church for
ness, the persuasive eloquence of those
Play Ground in Tiers.
the Sunday school pupils, Thursday.
The first municipal play ground of old masters will fall upon us like the
Mrs. H. G.
Worcester, at West
Franklin, will be hostess for the all- Czecho-Slovakia, in Prague, occupies a warm, glad sunshine. The pages of
day meeting of the ladies’ aid society high hill which Is terraced off, supply- friendly old Goldsmith come to us like
this week.
ing space at the top for tennis courts a golden autumn day, when every obMrs. Norman Dyer, with infant
and baM grounds; on a lower terrace a ject which meets the eye bears all the
daughter Norma, has gone to her pavilion, band
stand and open-air impress of the completed year and the
former home in Machias for a visit.
theater, on a still lower tier a running beauties of an autumnal forest—
Austin Fernald of Waltham, Mass.,
track, and farther down the children’s —James A. Garfield.
a recent visitor at the Fernald home-ustead, will spend the winter in Cali- grounds, with sand pile, wading pool
and swings.
fornia.
In this latter section
Beefless, Porkless Tribe.
Postmaster H. P. Blaisdell is now
there are pavilions where mothers can
When the Bombay Parsees, an inable to sit up awhile each day.
Wil- sit and rest or sew as
they watch the dustrious and enterprising tribe, deliam E. Bragdon is assisting Mrs.
children.
This first play ground for scendants of the Persian fire worshipBlaisdell in office and store.
children is a co-operative effort of the ers, fled from their native
country
Quite a delegation of the order of
Czech government and the American before the
Red Men from here attended the incaliphs, they arrived in
“Y” which will eventually he
stallation of the order at Cherryfleld
entirely western India. There they were tolunder government management.
Thursday evening.
At erated by the Hindoo sovereigns on
Armistice day was observed in a
present the city has supplied the place,
condition of not eating beef.
When
manner
the
patriotic
by
village gram- the Y, M. C. A. is paying for the equip- those
regions afterward fell under the
mar
and
primary schools.
The
ment and the Y. W. C. A. has given the
dominion of Mohammedan conquerors,
school yard and church grounds adleadership. Charts for smaller play the Parsees obtained from them a
joining were decorated with numerous
for other parts of the
city are continuance of indulgence on condiflags. Bells were rung and at noon places
being prepared.
“The Star Spangled Banner” was
tion of refraining from pork.
What
sung by the
There
pupils.
were
was at first obedience to authority
house illuminations in the evening.
Artificial Silk Improved.
became a second nature, and
the
Nov. 15.
B.
A new process has been
developed Parsees to this day abstain both from
-owhereby the same raw material (wood beef and pork. Though not required
North Bluchill.
cellulose) is converted into an imita- by their religion, the double abstiHorace Wescott has moved his
tion silk which, when woven Into nence has had time to
family here from Bucksport.
grow Into a
Lionel Howard is making exten- cloth, has remarkable brilliancy and custom of their tribe; and custom, in
sive repairs on his buildings.
durabilty, with a "feel” like that of the East, is a
religion.—Harvard
Mrs. Annie Dyke will leave to-day real silk. It is
waterproof and no Classics.
for Chelsea, Mass., where she has emmore Inflammable than natural silk.
-o-—
ployment.
The new process silk can be drawn
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Grlndle and
An Egyptian Orchestra.
into much finer threads than those of
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Hopkins of North
A full Egyptian orchestra was CflOfr
Brooksville spent
Sunday at Jay ordinary artificial silk, and is said to posed of twenty
harps, eight lute#, flvw
Saunders’.
be particularly remarkable for the or six
ljros, six or seven double pipes*
Nov. 16.
D.
quality of the velvets made from It.
five or six
one or two

Nothing Helped
Lydia

Vegetable Compound.

»
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—

|

-o-

Itching
profanity
Ointment
bleeding
any drug

piles provoke profanity, but
won't remove them.
Doan’s
is recommended for itching,
or protruding piles.
60c at
store.—Advt.

Its Nature.

“Isn't it too bad. this dispute they’re
haring with Germany over coal?”
“Yes; it is a burning shame.”

!

flutes,
pipes
(rarely used), two or three tambourines (seldom used). If vocalists wer*
added, which was not necessarily tba
rule, they would number about threw
fourths as many as the harpers.

ENJOYED TOBACCO IN SCHOOL

BABIES

In

Even Talcum Powder Has Been Levied
Upon to Meet Expenditures Due

HELP PAY

FOR WAR

SPORES SCATTERED BY WIND
_

the Seventeenth Century It Was
Common for the Children to
Use the Weed.

to

Remarkable
of

Slaughter.

Fungus

Reproduction

of

Another

Species

One of the Wonders
of Nature.

Is

The posthelium H. C. L. has hit the
We often wonder nt the amazingly
baht os.
sudden upspringing of mushrooms am]
'it 112*. by McClure Newftbapur Swollen'*
In the Home Sector William O. Sheptoadstools.
Today the green of the
At seven o’clock George Henderson's
herd says: “About $3,000,000 will
lawn. Is unbroken. In the night a gengo
alarm dock rang down the curtain oa
classes
Into Uncle Sam’s coffers from the pock
the
tobacco
habit
among
tle rain falls, and we wake to see
the dream nn<l his eyes sprang open.
women as an evil of modern growth.
ets and purses of soda water drinka (Crowded
group of yellowish-white
The room looked the same as alers In 1920.
But when tobacco first reached EngFolks who like bowling
"Inkycaps” spreading their parasols
or billiards or
land it was enjoyed in common by
ways, and yet there seemed something
In the very shadow of our doorstep.
pool will give about a
both sexes.
strange about it.
In the seventeenth cenmillion and a half to Uncle Sam. PeoMv. Burton O. Longyear In the Outer’s
Finally it dajvned
on him that a perfume from the
tury, according to John Ashton. “It
ple who play cards will give him two
Book describes the marvelous repropast
was scenting up his surroundings—a
was not only usual for the women to
and a quarter millions. Antomobiles
ductive powers of these fragile and
perfume of linking biscuits.
Join the men in smoking, but in Wor- and motorcycles will bring him in 50 ! short-lived plants.
The strange tiling about it was that
cestershire the children were sent to
cents a head from the whole 106,000,Each species of fungus produces
in Ijis dream he laid been seated at a
000 of us.
school with pipes in their satchels,
We'll give him about $55,upon or within some part of Its fruit
|
and the schoolmaster called a hall In
000,000 for going to theaters and mov- j body countless numbers of minute re- table about to login an attack on
warm biscuits and maple
their studies while they all smoked—
ies.
syrup.
productive bodies called spores- So
The faint sound of an oven door
he teaching the neophyte."
"Every one of the 106,000,000 of us, 1 small and light are they that they float
Scotch women used to enjoy a pipe
indeed, will give Uncle Sam an aver- In the air as an Invisible dnst. Many hanging shut and the rattling of pans
came from the neit room.
the same way as they enjoyed a pinch
age of two cents a day. directly, for
of them fall to the ground and are
"The
new
of snuff. One of the compilers of the
light
pleasure and conveniences, with bahy washed Into the sol] by rains. Others
housekeepers."
“Statistical Account of Scotland." pubpaying tribute for his talcum powder, are wafted away on every breeze, car- George commented, as he crawled from
lied
and
to
lished in 1791, records that "The chief
dress.
mother and sister paying tribute for
began
"Thai won't
ried possibly for days, to be brought
last long. Mrs. Maloney simply won’t
luxuries In the rural districts are
their perfumes, father paying tribute
down at length by rain many leagues
stand
for
for his cigarettes and athletic club
snuff, tobacco and whisky.
any baking."
Ten and
from their starting point.
In this
dues, all the kids paying tribute for
Arriving at his office; George waded
sugar are little used, but the use of
way they are carried to the ends of
into
his correspondence, gave Instrucwhisky kas become very great. The the movies and their trips to the cor- the earth, dnsted Into every crack and
tions'to his assistants and clerks, then
use of tobacco may almost be said to
ner soda fountain.
cranny, lodged on every exposed sursecluded himself from all rollers and
be excessive, especially among the
“The war did It ail, too.
We’re payface of wood or soil and caught on
gave himself up to dRy dreams.
female sex. There is scarce a young
ing just ten times more to Uncle Sam
every dew-moistened leaf or twig.
Elsie Havers was the cause and the
woman
by the time she has been in Internal revenue this year than we
The amazing number of spores prodid in 1914.
subject of these dreams. George could
taught to spin but has also learned to
We paid so little then—
duced by a single fungus can he realnot forget her. atthough he had
smoke. Smoking seems to have been
one-tenth of 7% cents a day—and we
seen
ized only by knowing their relative
her last ten years ago. At first, when
Introduced as an antidote to rheumapaid It so indirectly that few of us size. Thus In the case of most
puffhe came to Detroit, he had
tism and ague. The favorable alterarealized that there really was such a
given lo.-r
balls at least three thousand of the
tion with respect to these diseases has
scarcely a thought, he was so busy
In
person
the
world
as
Uncle
globular spores, w hen laid side by side, | making good In the real
estate “game;"
only produced a greater avidity for Sam. At last the old party has would be
required to form a line one and besides, his fellow
tobacco.”
found us. Since then a lot of us have
workers were
Inch long.
A compact mass of such
acquainted with a number of attractive
and
died
fought
for him. And If he’s
sports, the size of a parlor-match
city girls, one of whom quite capTO REVIVE HOME INDUSTRY worth dying for he’s worth support- I head, would contain the Incomprehen- tivated
George and allowed him ;o
ing.”
of
millions
these
slble
number
of
thirty
^
|
spend a great deal of time with her
Good Work Done by Knitters During
to’
cover
microscopic bodies, enough
and a great deRl of
money on her: unMAY DEVELOP GUM MARKET an acre of ground with four spores til her former
the War Has Given Impetus to
sweetheart, who had
for every square Inch of surfnee.
New Movement.
own
west, crime back and marri.d
Opening of Mesopotamia to Civilizaher. and took her to Colorado.
tion Likely to Add Largely to the
What was accomplished by the vast
"hen George recovered from the
PIPE
MAKERS
USING
BIRCH
volunteer army of knitters during the
World’s Supply.
blow lie discovered he had never loved
war is one of the creditable facts in
Vivian; It had been simply a case of
the history of the world upheaval
As law and order come Into the wild Wood Has Been Found to Be Eminent,
Infatuation. His thoughts naturally rely Suitable, After Treatment by
through which civilization has been and unsettled mountains of Mesopoverted to Elsie, and he
a Special Process.
attempted to
passing, says the St. Louis Globe Dem- tamia. especially when new roads and
renew
his neglected
correspondence
ocrat
the eventual
But for the millions of devoted
with her. His letters came
railway connect the
hack unAmerican birch since the war has acwomen who kept the needles flying the
northern Kurdish country around Moopened. stamped "Unclaimed.”
He
a South American name. Nowasul with the rest of the world, many quired
horrors of the trenches would have
wrote to mutual friends and
learned
it is fashioned into pipes and
been still more frightful and deadly.
a
now
useless tree and shrub will days
that Elsie and her mother had left
then called something besides birch.
The achievements of the knitters have
doubtless be put to service as a conHarbor Springs and were
living In ChiThe only evident reason for the
the
tributor
of gum. The gums of Mesosuggested
organization in New
cago. although their address was unobchange seems to be the fact that the
York of a society for the revival of
potamia have many commercial uses,
tainable.
that converts soft birch into a
home industry and domestic art Its
and the unsystematic Japping and process
“Why not pay the old town a visit,
hard pipe was originated in a Latin
first move is to gather all the spinning
trading that now brings the product
anyhowV he asked himself after a few
American country, according to the
wheels within reach and look up pracon
pack animals to Sulelmanaya. New
moments more of cogitation.
York Evening Sun.
tical instructors in the use of a house-,
where merchants buy It from the
Twelve hours later he stepped off
Birchwood
owes Its new name and
hold implement that had become but
Kurds and sell It again to other merthe train at Harbor
Springs. As he
its
in
the
Inpresent
prominence
pipe
an antique piece
chants In Bagdad, Is a mere suggesof furniture. Manwalked up a bluff his gait Increased.
kind need9 weavers as well as plowtion of the Industry that may be de- dustry to the war. which cut ofT the
Before long he met a farm flivver
of briar and sent the prices
men. and spinning at Koine is one of
veloped by enterprfsing promoters who supply
In which he noticed a number of
of the stocks in America sky high.
large
the oldest forms of industry. In the
may have observed the extent of this
ffn cans.
Substitutes have been sought for
cabins of American pioneers the spinna^urgl resource in Mesopotamia and
•Hello," he called. “Wait a minute.”
ning wheel was a necessity, and kept looked further afleTd than Aleppo and the expensive imported briar. The cesThe driver applied the
brakes, and
sation
of
the
war—
importations
in
witfi
what
a
busy
stretch of imagiby
Bagdad for markets. Now that Britthe piachine stopped.
haven^t
been
resumed
they
yet—intenwere
called
nation,
ish jcqup^tlon has opened the land to
spare hours. Those
“Well, well/’ said’ the driver. "It It
sifies the search for an American wood
were the days of homespun textiles
western Ideas,
It would n<3 be surain’t George Henderson!"
a
would
suitable
substiprovide
because often no others were to be i prising If the gum Industry grew to be $!iaj
Pli! Juckets!” George exclaimed,
a
had,
source
of considerable national tute.
and he extended a band, which met
native hardwoods were tried
Many
and
an
wealth,
Ifactor
a
Important
In
i,
firm, warm clasp. "Are you still deal————^
without success. Most of them were
creating a new Mesopotamia.
Find New Kind of Animal.
ing In maple syrup?"
either too hard to be worked Into pipes
"You bet. Here’s thirty gallons. I’m
k. Captain Philips, writing from Britor too heavy to rest comfortably beistf Ruanda, in the Tanganyika terriLengthening Life of Si I
taking ’em to the store."
tween a smoker's lips.
Then
some
“No economies are sinalf,” says a j1
“Won’t twenty-nine be enough for
tory, states he has shot a specimen of
one hit on the expedient of trying a
the store?" asked George,
an
hitherto unidentified species of French proverb, and the professional 1 soft wood and
reaching for
employing a process that his
stocking mender's Job Is evidence of ! would
duiker. The animal is about the size
pocketbook. “I haven’t tasted
give it the required hardness for
thrift as understood by the Parisienne. ^
In
of a large goat, and jg knovvg as an
maple
ten
syrup
years.”
use in pipe manufacturing.
Birch was
'‘Here.” said one of the craft, “are 30 found the most suitable for the
“Nope. I can’t sell It.” Bill’s face
eppo or empuyi by the natives, to
purwas
covered with a multitude of grinwhom it is in a way sacred as being
pairs of siik stockings which have
pose.
been through my hands more times
the totem-beast of Musingn, the now
ning wrinkles ns he added, “but I’ll
give you one, for old time’s sake, you
reigning chief or mwnmi of the coun- than I can count, and look at them.”
Oil Wells Detected Electrically.
Know. You used to be my best custill
try of Ruanda, over the greater part They were patched and
New
uses
for
conare
electricity
tomer."
there was little of the original left,
of which a mandate was recently
of
One
the
latest
stantly
appearing.
given to Belgium by the peace con- but as Elise remarked, “with boots
George thanked him and trudged on
Is
the
of
crude
In
the
detection
oil
with his cnn of syrup. It was
ference.
they still make an efTect 1" Before the
heavy,
earth
instead
of
for
it.
boring
but It wouldn't be after he found the
The eppo lives in the bamboo forests war madame paid three half-pence per
It is stated that crude petroleum
pair to her mender and provided the
of Mount Sabino and other mountain
shady spot. Soon he came to a four
has been located electrically In the Corners.
On each of the comers was a
forests, and seldom comes into open thread; now she gives fourpenee or
shallow oilfield near Corsicana, Texas,
and
house. George paused In front of the
fivepence
miracles
of
enIt
often
takes
the
expects
refuge in
country.
made
aDd that further tests are being
smallest.
low and broad forks of large trees. i durance from the fragile web. Where
around Burkburnett. A series of batthe mender formerly spent ten minThe creature has a stumpy tall, oribl
“Elsie’s old home,” he sighed. "Wonteries Is used for the test, the negative
der who lives there now?"
horns, and marsh hooves; in color it utes she now must devote an hour to
terminal being connected to a wire
some
of
these
Is a rufous black, and has a bright
He mounted the porch. The door
stockings, anfl it is difwhich is dropped into dry waterhole,
was open and
yellow stripe along about half of its ficult to see how she gets a living.
only a screen barred his
or indentation, and the positive
valley
But
madame’s
motto is, “Throw nothbackbone. In the case of the present
To his astonishment the
progress.
connected
to
a “land
terminal
being
same perfume that had assailed his
specimen, which was, apparently, ing away,” and she lives up to It.
wire," which is used to make contact
nostrils two mornings ago came from
healthy, part of the back was nearly
at various points on the surface of the
the Interior of the house.
Plastic Dressing for Wounds.
bald of hair.—London Times.
It is stated that
field Investigated.
Industrial plants are now using the
He knocked, and a middle-aged ladjs
the higher electrical resistance of oil
with white hair, hustled to the door.
Ambrlne treatment for burps, scalds,
Plane That Is All Wing.
with other constituents of
compared
and all surface wounds which proved
When George saw her he dropped the
A system of airplane construction
the earth, permits it to be located by
can of syrup on the
successful for casualties Incurred
porch floor.
which is being developed and particu- very
the reduced deflection of a sensitive
In the world war.
“Mrs. Havers!” he almost shouted,
instrument in the circuit.
larly adapted to large craft appears
The
wringing her hand.
dressing Is a compound of wax
on
its face not only interesting but
and resins, and Is solid when cold. It
"Well, w’ell. George. It does seem
plausible and practical, provided the
“Easter Riding” in Bohemia.
Is heated to about 150 degrees Vabgood to look on your face once more.
location of the weight is not detrimenvarious parts of Bohemia, now
In
And whnt’s In that can? Maple
renheit and applied by means of H spcsyrup?
tal, says a report by J. H. Colwell, pubI might have knowed It. You're
ial atomizer, or it can be generally the principal state of the new Czechojust
lished in the Journal of the Patent
a curious old custom
slovak
republic,
In time for breakfast—and we have
daubed on with a soft brush, A plasOffice Society.
Broadly stated, the
On
that
of
“Easter
riding.”
tic dressing, impervious to air, Is thus prevails,
biscuits—always do for breakfast—
system
comprises a hollow plane
In the
even’down in Detroit-”
which does not adhere to the each Easter day, at four o’clock
merged into the fuselage so that the formed,
dressed
the
riders
assemble,
morning,
wound and which promotes the healing
George was walking toward the
large trussed wing spars, the engine
in black and carrying crosses, flags and
kitchen.
He stuck his head through
housings and fuel tanks, as well as the process without appreciable contrac- other emblems. From Schonwald they
the doorway and his eyes took In a
tion. Disfigurement and scars are prepilot, are Inclosed within the lifting
on
ride
to
a
three-hours’
proceed
vented to a greater extent than was
young lady bending before the oven.
surface itself. The center of the plane
Kulm, where they attend service. The
The girl looked up and their glances
between the upper and lower walls is l possible under the old methods.
he
repriest, after a sermon wherein
met.
deep, while the wings taper to small
fers to the horse as a symbol of pow“What—what nre you doing here?”
Bold Chinese Bandits.
depths toward the tips. The entire
er. bestows his benediction on the anishe faltered, and her eyes found the
Bands of kidnapers recently havb
machine, including the pilot’s car, is
mals and their riders. This done, the
floor.
practically a part of the lighting sur- caused much alarm In Tenehowfu, riders visit the neighboring .castles,
“I just dropped In for breakfast.
face, thereby necessitating compara- Shantung, China. Operating In groups where they receive hospitality, subseYou see, I have maple syrup, and
of
from
30
to
50
have
external
carried
few
wind
you
they
|
tively
resisting
quently making their way homeward, —you have the
and held for ransom wealthy Chibiscuits; so I thought
parts.
I away
escorted by a band and a large crowd.
we might collaborate.
nese for whom they have obtained as
The origin of this curious custom la
•••*••«.«
much as $50,000 in some cases. Ten
lost In the mists of antiquity.
He Rode Free.
citizens were kidnaped In October.
“Yes," observed Mrs. Havers, as
The rear platform of the car was
Promises to pay ransoms have been exshe poured syrup on a biscuit, “we
China’* Tea Industry.
crowded with poor business men In
acted by torture.
thought It would be nice to spend the
Troops have tried
Indications are that the Chinese govstarched collars and rich laborers In
summer In the old home—he resorters,
to capture the bandits, but have
ernment Intends to make every effort
overalls. There would be nothing unlike the folks ovpr on the point; so
failed.
It Is believed the kidnapers
to encourage the tea industry in that
usual in that if one of the overalled
here we are—came Just yesterday
came from Dalny, crossing the Gulf
country and to increase China’s tea
party had not given the crowd a lesof Pechili In boats In which they esmorning. Yes. we liked Chicago fairly
trade with foreign countries, and the
son In thrift.
well, but Elsie thought site could get a
caped with their captives.
Peking cabinet recently decided to es- better position in Detroit, so we moved
“See, I’ve got a dime," he told the
tablish a tea bureau under the minisconductor.
there only last week. We found a nice
Spanish Licorice Industry.
try of agriculture and commerce. It place right at the start, but we had to
The conductor nodded.
The manufacture of licorice extract
is stated that the tea industry of China
Heads you get the
“I’ll pitch It
get out—because we Just had to have
and paste is an Important Spanish Inis not keeping pace with the world’s
dime or tails I ride for nothing.”
our biscuits,
and Mrs. Maloney said
This
Is
new
a
dustry.
comparatively
of
tea.
and
Increasing
The conductor nodded again and the
consumption
the other roomers conldn’t stand the
I
was
as
the
root
industry,
formerly
i while China Is still
its
trade
in
air.
holding
smell of them; so we decided to take
coin fanned the
Over 6,- tho finer
exported unmanufactured.
qualities, India and Ceylon a vacation, and use up some of the
"Tails,” announced the overalled one
000.000 pounds of the root were exhave
the
market
practically
captured
he
took
his
place
money we had saved, and. ns I said
triumphantly, and
ported In 1918 and more than 000,000 from China as to the common Mao', before, here we are.”
with the rest of the crowd.
pounds of extract and paste.
teas.

DOUGHNUTS and

The latest diatribe against women
smokers—by “a doctor to a famous
life Insurance company," according to
the London paper which publishes it—

DOUGHNUTS!
There is nothing
more

Doughnuts

3 tablespoons shortening
% cup sugar
1 egg

% cup milk
1 teaspoon nutmeg
1 teaspoon salt
3 cups flour
4 teaspoons

Royal
Baking Powder

Cream
shortening; add
and
sugar
well-beaten
egg; stir in milk; add nutmeg. salt, flour and baking powder which have
been sifted together and
enough additional flour to
make dough stiff enough
to roll. Roil out on floured
board
to
about H-inch
thick; cut out. Fry in
deep fat hot enough to
brown a piece of bread In
60 seconds. Drain on unglazed paper and sprinkle
with powdered sugar.

|

BAKING

POWDER
Abmmtutmty Pure

Crullers
4 tablespoons shortening
1 cup sugar
2 eggs
3 cups flour
1 teaspoon cinnamon
% teaspoon salt

and

miik

remainder

Made from Cream of Tartar,
derived from grapea.

of

dry ingredients- to make
soft dough. Roll out on
floured board to about S*-

j

fnch

thick

and

cut

into

strips about 4 Inches long
and **-inch wide; roll in
hands

—

--

ROYAL

3 teaspoons Royal
Baking Powder
% cup milk
Cream shortening;
ndd
sugar gradually and beaten
sift
eggs;
together
flour, cinnamon, salt and
baking powder; add onehalf and mix well: add

—

daTne3

or

made.

|

knocking.

wholesome and
than doughcrullers rightly

delightful
nuts

j

^

CRULLERS

From the New Royal Cook Book

|

1

Royal Suggestion

and

twist

et^h

strip and bring ends together. Fry* fn deep hot
fat.

Drain and
powdered sug^r.

|

roll

FREE
Royal Cook Book confamine these and score, of
other delightful recipe*. Write
for It TODAY.
New

ROYAL BAKING POWDEBCO.
115 Fulton Street, New York
City

in

West Surry.
Samuel Kit field died at his home
here Thursday night, after a short
illness.
He was tenderly cared for
by Mrs. Lizzie Trundy and her
daughter. Mrs. Conary. The funeral
was held at the home Sunday afternoon.
Interment was In the family
lot at East Surry.
Many friends regret to hear of the
sudden death of Mrs. Sophronia F.
Blaisdell, which occurred at her son's
home in Brooklin.
Mrs. John Tennant and two sons
have moved to East Orland.
Eugene R. Leach and wife are
moving to East Orland. where Mr.
Leach has employment.
Wesley D. Herrick, wife and baby,
of Brewer, were week-end guests of
his sister. Mrs. Guy Carlisle.
Nov. 15.
L.
-o-

Hluehlll.
Miss May Ober died Friday. Nov.
12, at the age of seventy-two years.
She had a large circle of friends
among both the home people and
the summer residents. She spent the
winters with friends and relatives in
different
returned
cities,
but
to
“Ideal Lodge.” the summer home of
her sister, Mrs. V. P. Kline, early
each spring.
She had been failing
in health the past year.
Miss Ober
was especially helpful in the Congregational circle, and formed an organization for its benefit among
Bluehill residents in Boston.
She
was also the originator of the Bluehill reunion in. Boston.
She leaves
three sisters. Mrs. Eflie H. Kline.
Mrs. Julia W'ilson and Mrs. Lizzie
Merrill, and one brother, Colon S.
Ober of Boston.
--o-

East I-amoine.
Mrs. Hannah Huckins and grandson, Calvin Bragdon. who have been
in town a few days, have returned
to Boston.
Mrs. Susie Deslsles has gone to
Boston to spend the winter with her
sister.
Mrs. Augusta Austin has gone to
New York to spend the winter with
relatives.
Nov. 15.
N.
-o-

Speedy Animals.
Two of the* fastest of the smaller
animals are the greyhound and the
The greyhound can go
jack rabbit.
at the rate of 32 miles an hour, while
his cousin, the Russian wolfhound, can
Kent him by five miles and has much
greater powers of endurance.
The
greyhound, like the horse, digs in with
his forefeet and uses his front legs for
pulling as well as pushing with his
hind legs. The jack rabbit's front legs
are only crutches, but, like the antelope. he makes up for it by the power
jl
of his hind legs.

Brooksvillo.
Congratulations are extended to
Mr. and Mrs. James Campbell on
the
birth of a son, born November 10
David Hooper who has been visiting his daughter, Mrs. Albion Clos-

has gone to Dark Harbor.
Mr. ana Mrs. Ephraim J. Couture
of Sanford visited Mrs. Couture's
Mr.
and
parents,
Mrs.
Stillman
Kench. last week.
Ray C. Gray of South Brooksville
has purchased the F. H.
Billings
son.

place.

William Hart of Bangor Is visiting
his mother, Mrs. Luella Hart.
Mrs. E. H. Herrick arrived home
Thursday from Boston, where she
has been visiting her daughter. She
was accompanied by Mias Hazel Weswho has been visiting her
cott,

grandparents.
Nov. 15.

A.
-o-

South Hancock.
Mrs. N. L. McCrillis has returned
from a visit in Norway.
James Fernald of St. George is
visiting his sister, Mrs. S. H. Mitchell.
Mrs. Lizzie Grant Whitehouse of
Boston recently spent a few days
with her aunt. Mrs. R. W. Grant.
Mrs. F. M. Watson left Friday for
her winter home in Brooklyn, N. Y.
S. E. Merchant and son George are
in Bradford hunting.
Celia Gordon of Eastbrook is living at the home of her uncle. Stanley
Gordon, and attending school at Mt.
Desert Ferry.
W.
Nov. 15.
-o--

Chinese Barbers.
The Chinese are not accustomed to
tipping the barber. As a matter of
fact the Chinese barber Is very modest
in his prices, and his patrons can obtain a hair cut. a head shave, a face
shave, and in addition have his shoulders and back massaged, all for a sum
total of less than 5 cents. The straight
razor used by Chinese barbers is a tri-

angular shaped blade with straight
handle, folding up as does the American straight razor.
The blades are
made from old rails or any other crude
steel which has outlived its usefulness
In other directions.
-o-

A Stiff Upper Lip.
Keeping a stiff upper lip Is !1 right,
but there's nothing commenduble
about It. Everybody keeps a stiff uphas to. The upper lip cant
per

Up;

be anything but firm. Ever watch a
child overcome by emotion? It's the
under lip that trembles, and then the
Jaw drops, to tfpen an exit for the
roar.
Next time tell him to keep »
stiff lower lip. It won't sound right, it
will lack punch and probably will fall
to inspire the subject to the proper dehave
gree of steadfastness, but you'll

the approval of the purist.—Louisville
Bird Outruns Horse.
! Herald.
Anyone who has traveled through
western Texas becomes familiar with
Lurk in Saliva
or
the mesquite tree, or, as ll sometimes
spit* >n li e worm
The boy UkI.ii
In some places where
grows, a shrub.
eu the first moner
:
lie’,-,'
the
-.pits
n>
It may grow to lie 30 or 40 feet high, it
man
1 ib'-' ntornltis: the won
ev ujken
Is commonly known as the chaparral,
ah™
ne his hands when he Is
says the American Forestry Magazine to nri a tool; the vagrant spits on tne
of Washington. Here it Is scrubby and
lurk
first milestone he pusses—nil for
0
masses Into dense clumps. It being the
Others rpit to avert bad luck.
home of that famous bird the "roadpassing a dust eurt or a suppps
lad""runner" or chaparral cock, and other
witch, or after passing under a
species. The road runner Is really a In Wales, when the devil Is mentloneo
big ground cuckoo, that only takes to In
preaching, all the people piesen
to sp
flight when hard pressed, while on
spit. Children used sometimes
open ground It can run so fast that an for
spite, and were nsnnll.v admonlstieu
4
ordinary horse cannot keep up.
with “If ye spit I'll gar ye spl»
tooth.”
o

sj.IT'

—
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Death Valley Sand Storm.
A sandstorm In Death valley Is a
weird spectacle to behold. At times
a cloudless gale, gathering heat as
It hurries along between the blazing
sun and white, hot sands of the desert,
bursts through the pusses of the Pauamlnts like a blast of flame.
There
It picks up the hot dust and sand, and
tossing them aloft In clouds convert*
the valley Into a veritable pit of hell

-—o--—

Land of the Sugar Maple.
The finest and most abundant gro*
c
of the sugar maple Is found in the
England states, New York, nor”1<L
w<
and western Pennsylvania and
ward throughout the region of
Great Lakes to Minnesota. Iu
"l
southern Appalachians It grows
were climatic conditions are similar
those farther north.

